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Awe inspiring history and an impressive
culture with deep roots… Charming
hospitality and a diverse selection of
sensational cuisine in every region and
every town… Stunning sights and natural
wonders from tranquil coastlines to snowcapped mountains… A bridge uniting the
Orient and Occident… This is Turkey, a
country blessed with opulence. Visit once
and you’ll be enchanted, travel some and
you’ll be eager to see more. And maybe,
like many have done before, you’ll even
go the extra mile and settle in this unique
country.
Four years ago, we embarked on a
mission… Our objective was clear: to
play a role in getting Turkey the attention
it deserves, to reach a wider audience and
introduce what this magnificent country
has to offer. Successfully building a portfolio
consisting of the most exclusive brands,
businesses and people, LuxinTurkey
achieved a great deal in a short time.
Instead opting for the conventional way of
presenting a catalogue of hotel listings in
our “Finest Collection”, we are here with a
life-style magazine constructed around the
theme of “Luxury of Turkey”.

founders of the Haremlique & Selamlique
brand. Veteran journalist Demet Cengiz
talks to Demet Sabancı on the meaning of
true luxury and about the city of Istanbul.
For LIT, Cengiz also interviews Istanbul
Foundation for Culture and Arts Director
Görgün Taner on the evolution of art &
culture scene in Turkey. In addition, LIT
presents an exclusive interview with
globally acclaimed fashion designer Özlem
Süer on how to create an international
fashion brand. You will discover all this and
much more in the following pages.

Readers will find fascinating interviews
and topics in LIT Magazine’s very first
issue. Featuring dazzling photography and
engaging writing, there is a comprehensive
section on Bodrum, through the eyes
of LIT magazine. Join us on this voyage
and explore turquoise seas, the appeal of
whitewashed houses and quaint narrow
streets of the old town. There is an
inspiring interview with entrepreneurs and
visionaries Caroline Koç and Banu Yentür,
We admit that we had an amazing time
preparing this issue and really hope you
equally enjoy reading it. Because we are all
proud of and passionate about Turkey and
the people who work relentlessly to glorify
the country further.
Yours truly,

Adviye Bergeman
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Blending Anatolia’s
thousands of years
of history,
culture and art
richness with
glass...

Anatolia has a very rich cultural inheritance remained
from various civilizations it has hosted throughout
history. These civilizations are a synthesis composed
of the cultures of dozens of people that came through
these territories, and they took their place in the world
history of arts with this perfect blend of Anatolian arts
and handicrafts. Anatolia is a great cultural heritage
for all mankind. All the values generated by nature
and mankind brought out the concept of “World’s
Common Heritage”, of which all humankind can
benefit wherever these values are, including cultural
and natural assets. UNESCO (The United Nations
Organization for Education, Science and Culture) put
these values under protection at the 17th general
conference in 1972 to prevent the devastation or
unconscious destruction of the common heritage.
Paşabahçe Mağazaları created ‘World Heritage on
Glass’ Collection, bringing together these unique
works with the glass in order to keep our common
heritage, our cultural and natural assets with
universal values, to create consciousness to preserve
this universal heritage, and draw attention to the
collaboration to maintain destructed cultural and
natural values.

9

A Treasure at
Çukurcuma
Timeless

Etem Ruhi was a family-run cologne
house named after its founder Mr.
Etem Ruhi, a self-taught nose with an
inventive spirit. Inspired by Istanbul’s
established scent culture where
guests are greeted with fragrant
vapors and rose water splashes,
Mr. Etem Ruhi experimented with
essences and oils to craft boutique
fragrances that would appeal to the
taste of his time. During the 1910’s,
he began presenting his creations in
his haberdashery in Istanbul’s Grand
Bazaar, and later set up an atelier
dedicated to scent-making with his
wife, Ms. Mihriban Meryem.

Rumisu is designed
by Pinar and Deniz in
Istanbul, with the goal
of letting love and curiosity for beauty be a
conduit for philanthropy, and creating a line of ethically manufactured luxury
design accessories and RTW pieces, that also give back
to their community of origin.

Bottled in graceful vials, Etem Ruhi’s
fragrances traveled from prominent
pharmacies of Istanbul to several
Anatolian cities until the 1950’s when
this boutique line gradually faded
out with the rise of mass-produced
goods.
Revived in 2017 through the family
descendants’ collaboration with
local artisans, the brand seeks to
reinterpret the unique sense of
refinement of times past.
Fragrant Splash Citrus Blend, the
first product of the contemporary
Etem Ruhi line, is a rendition of the
Turkish tradition of scentful greetings.
The unisex fragrance, a sophisticated
arrangement of Mediterranean citrus
fruits with floral and woody notes,
is presented with its unique splash
bottle and scent-diffusing ceramic lid,
all in an effort to enhance the sharing
experience.
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A la Turca is one of the most famous addresses in
Çukurcuma, Istanbul It would be fair to say “address
known by anyone with gusto”. The owner Erol Aksoy
turns shopping into a joy with his tasteful collection of
objects, especially the kilims. Some of the wonderful
pieces that the four-story store carries are, wowen
fabrics from the Ottoman era, handpainted tiles and
kaftans. Browsing among A la Turca’s treasures can
feel like visiting the private home of a serious collector,
rather than a shop.

A passion for illustration led Rumisu to seek the perfect
blank canvas allowing the brand to tell each tale print by
print. Each piece has its own story; characters & inspiration and colour mood. One might be depicting a mythological forest goddess, another portraying monsoon spirits, or hybrid creatures.
Conceptualized as wearable artwork, each piece of scarf
is hand-illustrated, then transferred onto 100% silk 100%
wool or 100% cotton, produced only in limited-edition
and finished by hand-rolling.
Influenced and intrigued by the crafts of our local culture,
Rumisu integrates these into an illustrative world. Thus,
most of the pieces have a unique crocheted accessory that carries forward and reminds one of the traditional Turkish art of ‘oya’. These crochet characters and the
hand-embroidered fabric cases that each scarf comes in,
are hand-made in South-eastern Turkey in cooperation
with a UNDP project that aims to foster sustainable economic development of the region’s women.

Women

Rock

Fragrance

A Whole World
on Silk

These two words tell a lot about the
life and creative collections of Tina
Christina Sezer. She was first female
character who had a jewelry shop in
Grand Bazaar. Tina had started her
activities at 18 square metered shop,
she spent most of her time in jewellery studios which is the “kitchen” of
this job. Gained the experience and
knowledge of the light, she had created her own brand “Tina Jewellery”.
At some point, despite its drawbacks,
being different makes you think different makes you think different. Tina
enpower women by creating collections that are objects of statement,
using never before seen natural color rare gems such as citrine, aquamarine, lapis, tourmaline and many
others with unique cuts taht bring out
the effortless in them.
Today, Tina’s game changing legacy
is continued by her daughter Esra
Moreno. A gemologist by profession,
Esra collects the rarest gems of the
world: from the desert of central Asia
to the shores of the Indian Ocean,
from mountain tops of Namibia to
the rocky slopes of the Andes, Esra
makes sure to pick the best rocks so
that Women Rock.

LIT ’s
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LIFE STYLE

INTERVIEW • Demet CENGİZ

Haremlique 				
and
			
		 Selamlique
Two luxury brands reveal Turkey’s diverse culture to the world
Coffee is just an excuse for the heart’s real desire: Conversation. A heart-to-heart talk can be considered to be the
best side serving for Turkish coffee.
Two women put their passion and power together to create global luxury brands Haremlique and Selamlique.
Here is a sincere and inspiring interview with two inspiring women,
Caroline Koç and Banu Yentür.

Let’s start from the beginning. How were
the brands Haremlique and Selamlique
conceived?
Caroline Koç: From an early age, textiles were
the main activity in my family house. Cotton,
threads, wool and weaving, all aspects of
textile was our family occupation. So, I studied
business management at college, and for many
years I worked as a manager at Edward’s, the
British-style clothing store. There, I learned what
managing a store means and requires. I think as
time passes, a passion for the profession and
courage to take risks encourages you to take
the step towards entrepreneurship in one way or
another. It’s also important with who you embark
on this journey.
After conceiving the idea of the brands Haremlique
and Selamlique, I approached Banu Yentür with
an offer. As two friends passionate about their
jobs, we developed a business model. Back then, there were only a limited number of
Turkish brands on the international arena, especially in the luxury segment.
The aim was to create a luxury Turkish brand in home textiles that would open up to the
world. We began offering our clients our own roasted and ground Turkish coffee that
generated a lot of attention. Eventually, we decided to make a distinction and created
an entirely new brand. We were motivated by the fact that we were making a major
contribution to the image of our country.
What are the origins of the brand names? What made you choose them? It goes
without saying they are both great and easy to remember… And certainly, they
make references to the cultural heritage of this geography.

BLENDING TRADITION AND INNOVATION
CNK: We wanted to choose a name that is familiar to our foreign target group, one that would be remembered easily. Everyone knows about the harem.
Harems symbolise privacy. They are the most confidential quarter of the palace. With this in mind, the name Haremlique was chosen convinced that
extraordinary spaces deserve to be decorated with exclusive products.
The name Selamlique derives from the selamlık room, commonplace in old Turkish mansions, estates and palaces. The selamlık was where visitors were
greeted, receptions held and guests entertained. In contrast to the isolated harem located in the core of the residence, selamlık is derived from the word
selam, meaning “to greet”, because guests were welcomed and greeted here. The idea behind the brand name Selamlique was to draw attention to the
social dimension of Turkish coffee, a drink generally accompanied by conversation, while also welcoming everyone to its extraordinary selamlık.
Some might think that your brand names are somewhat orientalist... Was your perspective towards these very traditional spaces to make a
difference?
CNK: Both brands focus on products with traditions deeply rooted in Ottoman and ancient Turkish culture. But we wanted go a step further and combine
tradition with innovation. Integration with the rest of world is more straightforward when you blend tradition with new and creative ideas. We didn’t abstain
from risks, and ultimately succeeded in creating unique products with dignity.
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FROM NEW YORK TO BEIRUT
Turkey has a global reputation as a premium producer of cotton, towels,
coffee and lokum (Turkish delight), a reputation that precedes the
modern republic. Did this play a role in creating your product range?
Banu Yentür: There are two principal reasons. Firstly, they are unique symbols
of our traditional heritage. Secondly, Turkey has a kudos in manufacturing
these products. We wanted to build on these assets and to further create
global Turkish brands that can be associated with innovation, design and
luxury.
Although Turkey is a textile powerhouse, there are only a handful of brands in
the home decoration segment with international reach and recognition. We
wanted to bridge this gap and set out to create a luxury Turkish brand that
would open up our country’s rich cultural heritage to the world. From New
York to Beirut, our brand products are sold in different territories and for me
this is very rewarding.
Few know that coffee culture was introduced to Europe by Turks. And
indeed, subsequently perfected by Italians.
CNK: Research suggests that coffee was originally discovered in the Kaffa
province of Ethiopia. But the most universal legend surrounding coffee
concerns a ninth-century Ethiopian goat-herder. Legend goes that the herder
noticed his goats behaving strangely after eating the red berries off the local
Coffea arabica tree. It is well documented that pilgrims travelling to Mecca
transported coffee to Persia and North Africa in the sixteenth century. But it
was Sultan Selim I’s conquest of Mecca in 1517 that was a turning point in
the history of coffee.
It quickly became the most popular drink, not only in imperial Istanbul, but
also in territories bordering the Ottoman Empire. Specialty houses called
“Kahvehane” started appearing in all corners of the city. These primitive cafes
where people drank coffee while idly chatting and playing cards, along with
the drink itself, attracted the attention of travellers, and coffee soon got a
stronghold in Europe.
In 1600 Turkish merchants started exporting coffee beans. First, coffee
reached the shores of Venice, Europe’s major trading port of the time. Later
on, Vienna opened up to coffee. Both countries created their own coffee
recipes and further built on coffee culture.

FRESHLY BREWED FOR YOUR AMUSEMENT
What makes Turkish coffee different?
BY: Boasting characteristic taste, frothy texture, rich aroma and a distinct way of serving, Turkish coffee is an essential part of our culture. Elegantly served,
Turkish coffee has its own hallmark rituals.
Turkish coffee is finely ground and brewed unfiltered in the pot. A few minutes is allowed for the grounds to settle in the small service cup with froth on the
surface. Turkish coffee is preferably sipped slowly, without hurry. Traditionally it is unsweetened, but comes with a complementing piece of Turkish delight. If
sugar is preferred, it must be added during the brew.
A heart-to-heart talk can be considered the best side serving for Turkish coffee. A well-known local saying goes as far as claiming that coffee is just an excuse
for the heart’s real desire: Conversation!
Along with exquisite taste and smell, Turkish coffee also offers amusement to its drinkers. People who want to experiment some clairvoyance or just prolong
the conversation liken coffee ground stains in the cup to figures of prophecy, ranging from trees to horses. And then, much like dream interpretation, comment
on the figures according to their meaning in Turkish coffee culture.

What happened to the great coffee culture of 20th century Turkey? It
was surpassed by tea for a while, but made a strong comeback with the
new millennium. How would you explain this change of tides?
BY: Obviously, Turkish coffee and Turkish black tea are a significant part of our
culture and daily routines.
As Turkey opened out to the world, Turkish people were exposed to a wider
range of teas and instant coffees. Cafes and restaurants were quick to adopt
these products for their practicality in comparison to the preparation of Turkish
coffee.
Meanwhile, some multi-national coffee chains opened up in major Turkish
cities. They offered different varieties of coffee, along with Turkish coffee,
gradually changing consumer behaviour. I guess they helped the revival and
growth of the sector.
What’s more, I believe the automated Turkish coffee machine introduced
by home-appliance brand Arçelik was a milestone and a game-changing
innovation in the sector. Not only by home users, but more importantly cafes
and restaurants were able to prepare more Turkish coffee in less time without
compromising its great taste and thick froth. So, it clearly had an impact on
the rise of Turkish coffee.
The coffee industry has grown five-fold over the last decade. We believe in
the value and global potential of Turkish coffee culture. This belief is confirmed
with the feedback we get.
Coffee is not merely a drink in Turkish culture. It has an abundance of
intricate rituals and customs. We read coffee cup fortunes. It’s the drink
families share when they agree on their children’s marriage. The drink
we offer guests during bayram (religious holidays). What part of Turkish
coffee culture intrigues you most?
CNK: We both come from traditional families in Izmir. We care deeply for our
family, loved ones and customs. Coffee rituals entail respect and friendship
which are important to us. We make new friends over coffee… We celebrate
with coffee… We catch-up with loved ones over coffee… We even make
peace over coffee… So, even though we may not think about this in our daily
routine; coffee is a significant part of our lives.
A saying goes that a cup of coffee will be remembered for 40 years.
What could be its origins in Turkish culture? Why is coffee so cherished?
BY: It means the person who offers coffee is to be respected and remembered
for a long time for the sake of his/her offering. It emphasises that good deeds,
even small ones, are valuable and should be prized.

A GAME-CHANGING MACHINE
I regard Selamlique as an exclusive and refined Turkish coffee brand. Do you agree? Is
Selamlique a new interpretation of Turkish coffee?
CNK: Selamlique has become a brand that preserves and keeps Turkish coffee alive with its rituals
and presentation. We created a sophisticated identity for Turkish coffee that is rooted in these
lands. However, it also speaks to the world as a whole product with its natural aroma, packaging,
preparation and serving style. This is the true story of comfort and satisfaction experienced by
the people we serve.
Turkish coffee works well with different flavours, and can be blended without losing its signature
taste, which leads to brand new discoveries. Selamlique products range from dark roast,
traditional and decaf to naturally flavoured coffees – carefully selected and skilfully processed
coffee beans blended with cinnamon and cardamom from Southeast Asia or mastic from the
Aegean – and offer appetising choices to the adventurous consumer.
How did the invention of an automated Turkish coffee machine change the game?
CNK: As I explained earlier, in my opinion the Turkish coffee machine expanded the market, as it
allowed to effortlessly make Turkish coffee while maintaining the same taste and texture. Arçelik
and Selamlique’s new capsule Turkish coffee machine has the potential of expanding our global
business ventures.
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Yours is the first and only Turkish coffee brand that comes in capsules, right? What impact did this new format
have on the market?
BY: As I just said, if you want to create a global brand, you must have new and creative ideas, even with traditional
approaches. Turkish coffee has a good reputation in all corners of the world, however it’s not easy to find.
In creating the Selamlique brand, our dream was to promote Turkish coffee to the world and we had a good idea to
realise this dream. The first capsule Turkish coffee machine is the product of this vision.
I think, our collaboration with Arçelik to develop capsule Turkish coffee machines in 2006 was a milestone both for our
brand’s entrepreneurial story, and for the Turkish coffee industry. The capsule Turkish coffee machine was a first in the
sector. R&D took about two years and Arçelik registered 21 patents in the process.
We got praise for froth, consistency and aromatic flavour options. I’m delighted to hear people saying, “It’s unbelievable
that a cup of Turkish coffee could be so tasty even in capsules.”
We embarked on this odyssey to spread the taste of Turkish coffee to every corner of the world, and today we are
proud and happy to see our “Made in Turkey” coffee and coffee machine receiving such positive feedback.
How about your global business? Where do you see Selamlique in 10 years’ time?
CNK: Selamlique has six stores in Turkey and seven more in the United Arab Emirates, Cyprus, Qatar, Kuwait, and
Saudi Arabia. We also export to over 20 countries. Many international chain stores sell Selamlique products, including
Harrods of London - our first international retail partner since 2010. We will keep growing internationally as planned.

What about your new collection The Enchanted Room? Can you elaborate on that?
BY: Our culture is so rich that even a single room inside the Topkapi Palace can provide enough
inspiration for a whole new product line.
The Enchanted Room collection was inspired by the Fruit Room of the Topkapi Palace; which was
regarded as a period masterpiece. The collection brings to our homes ornaments of 300 hundred
years of beauty. We created the collection by reinterpreting flowers, vases, fruits and colours
decorating the walls of the Fruit Room, built by Sultan Ahmed III.
Besides flowers and fruits on the frames in the Fruit Room, we also used animal figures
associated with fertility, opulence, luck, and love in different cultures. To materialise our dream,
we collaborated with Turkey’s most influential miniature artist Taner Alakuş. The figures in the
design were treated as a work of art, rather than just a pattern design. In addition to our signature
embroidered linen made from 100% Egyptian cotton fabric, we also added velvet fabrics, printed
fabrics, embroidered cotton fabrics and quilted silk fabrics to the collection with the same theme.
As for colours, we found inspiration in period costumes and paintings depicting that era.
Turquoise, glossy orange, emerald green and beige make up our palate.
We believe that Haremlique Istanbul fans will be thrilled about the new collection, uncovering a
largely unknown traditional asset with a contemporary twist.
Your brand is 10 years old. Still very young... How has Haremlique matured? And where do
you see it in 10 years?
CNK: We dreamt of introducing a Turkish home textiles brand to the world under “Made in Turkey”
stamp, in a niche market. Of course, nothing was easy and we are still working hard to expand
our business, because we want to exist in different territories around the world. We are satisfied
and proud of our achievements.
Haremlique has three stores in Turkey and three abroad in Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Miami. Our
product range is also sold in many multinational stores such as Bloomingdale’s. Turkey’s leading
hotels also use Haremlique products.
As we speak, we are diversifying our product line. We created two new collections. Pour Les
Petits for babies and À La Mer, featuring kaftans and yacht textiles. And so, we took the bold step
of expanding into the clothing sector. This is a priority for us, taking much time and effort.
We never shy from looking for ways to improve ourselves and expand our business and international
presence. You have to maintain have innovative thinking and stay in tune with new international
trends. I can say this is a challenging, yet a rewarding and exciting journey.

EAT SWEET, TALK SWEET!
Gosh, I have a fondness for everything you make. Coffee, home textile and Turkish delight...
Please elaborate a little more on lokum?

TIMELESS STYLE AND ELEGANT SIMPLICITY
Haremlique is a great success story... What changed in the market with its arrival?
CNK: Thank you. We aimed at creating a luxury brand that would promote Turkey’s heritage, craftsmanship and quality of fabrics on international markets.
Haremlique’s designs are a combination of timeless style and elegant simplicity. We focus on simplicity as it reveals meticulous craftsmanship and quality of
the fabrics.
The brand’s defining concept originates from the modern city of Istanbul where it is based, and is inspired by the elegance of themes used in Ottoman designs.
For earlier patterns, we collaborated with miniature artist Taner Alakuş, and used his Ottoman-style depictions of Istanbul. Exclusive spaces such as bedrooms
and bathrooms are places where the feelings of calm, peace and relaxation are emphasised. Our inspiration stems from the pleasure one feels on the
Bosphorus or by the linden trees lined along its shores. We fuse traditional motifs with characteristic style. Haremlique also provides a customised service that
offers the option of personalised and made-to-measure linen for yachts and homes.
Much like coffee, hamam (Turkish bath) culture is very pronounced in this geography. Does Haremlique get inspiration from the grandeur of
hamams?
BY: Precisely. Hamams are also inherent in Ottoman heritage; embodying privacy, relaxation and rituals. Today we witness a globally growing spa culture;
which is actually based on similar themes. Even at homes, people feel the desire to incorporate a hamam or spa feeling in their bathrooms.
Accordingly, Haremlique’s collections feature a complete set of bath linen ranging from towels to bathrobes and exquisite linen towels, as well as scented
candles, soaps and various other accessories.

A CHALLENGING, REWARDING, AND EXCITING JOURNEY
It’s an exquisite brand that is elegant and refined. It surprises me to see that the younger age group is equally as passionate about Haremlique as
mature consumers. Isn’t it unusual to have younger and mature customers in the same shop?
BY: You have a point; generally speaking it is difficult to relate equally to different age groups. But the essence of Haremlique is its timelessness; perfectly
combining the past with today, even tomorrow. Regardless of age, we connect with people who care about tradition, quality, elegance and craftsmanship
with a contemporary twist.

CNK: Lokum means “throat easer” in Arabic and was a characteristic aspect of Ottoman culture.
As I said earlier, it is an indispensable element of the coffee ritual. In Turkish, there is even a saying
“eat sweet, talk sweet”. That is to say, coffee and lokum complement each other. So, it was
inevitable for us to incorporate lokum to our product range.
How many varieties of Turkish delight do you make?
BY: We have delicious chocolate coated and gold dust sprinkled almond Turkish delights in
different flavours such as cinnamon, rose, mastic and pomegranate. We have other confectionaries
as well, such as chocolates, rose and Turkish coffee pralines, delicacies, chocolate hazelnuts,
wafers, chocolate covered almonds…
What flavours are popular among foreigners?
BY: Foreign customers have interest in almost all our products. But, I would say that rose flavoured
delights enjoy more popularity for their unique taste inherited from Ottoman culture.

TIMES SPENT WITH LOVED ONES ARE PRECIOUS
What is luxury to you?
CNK: Luxury means timeless style, sophistication yet simplicity, craftsmanship, superior quality,
texture and comfort, elegance and aesthetics. In fact, it is minor details that bestows the sense of
luxury. A product is luxurious when it is hand-crafted, tailor-made… A service is luxurious, when it
can deliver a unique and personal experience. Time is luxurious when it is well spent with a loved
one.
The concept of luxury is redefined constantly in different times and places… What is the
concept of luxury in Turkey?
BY: Overall, there is a growing appetite for superior quality and finer taste… a demand for welldesigned and well-crafted goods, and more so for traditional luxury items with artisan touches.
I believe there is a shift away from mass production towards more exclusive and unique products.

INTERVIEW
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Prepared in collaboration with
D&R Music & Book Store

Regarded as the most important event for the publication sector,
the Frankfurt Book Fair chose Turkey as “Guest of Honour” in
2008. Befitting the slogan “Turkey in All Its Colours”, the country
was presented at Frankfurt in major creative disciplines including
cinema, performing arts, music and most importantly, literature.
More than 700 artists appeared at a variety of events at the fair.

Istanbul is always central, to the extent of
becoming a persona in Turkey’s first and
“for now” only Nobel Prize Winning author
Orhan Pamuk’s novels. In other words, his
stories make readers experience Istanbul,
the magnificent metropolis which unites
East and West, in all its vivid colours.

TURKISH

Five years later, there was a similar occasion in the UK. Turkey
was the “Market Focus” at the 2013 London Book Fair. Turkey
showcased at the event with experiences gained at Frankfurt and
successfully introduced its talent with contributions by celebrated
authors.

LITERATURE

Undoubtedly, the Nobel Prize in Literature played a significant role
in the extent of international attention to Turkish literature, first at
Frankfurt and then at London. In 2006, Orhan Pamuk became
the first writer to bring the prestigious Nobel Prize in Literature to
Turkey. This raised interest in Turkish literature and paved the way
for its global popularity.

GOES

“I read a book one day, and my whole life was changed.” So begins
“The New Life”, Orhan Pamuk’s fabulous novel. We’re not claiming
a life changing experience, but who knows, maybe Orhan Pamuk
or some other Turkish novelist could be holding the key to a whole
new world you are yet to discover…

INTERNATIONAL

After Orhan Pamuk, the second best-selling Turkish author whose work has been
translated into the English language is Elif
Şafak. Similarly, her stories also take place
at the crossroads of continents. Şafak’s essays have appeared in many international
publications and most recently we saw her
name in the Financial Times “Women in
2017” list.

“Phenomenal” is how you might describe
it… Sabahattin Ali’s acclaimed Kürk Mantolu Madonna (Madonna in a Fur Coat)
has been on the best seller list in Turkey
for quite some time. Recently adapted as
a stage play, the popular novel is praised
by English readers alike. So much so that
Madonna in a Fur Coat is said to become a
pioneering novel that will grant Turkish literature a broader audience abroad.

As much as his novels like Huzur (A Mind
at Peace) and Saatleri Ayarlama Enstitüsü
(The Time Regulation Institute), Ahmet
Hamdi Tanpınar has also made major contributions to Turkish literature with academic works like “History of Literature”. A short
while ago, a Literary Research Centre was
opened in his name. Speaking at the inaugural ceremony, novelist Orhan Pamuk
expressed Tanpınar’s influence on him in
these words: “I built myself reading Tanpınar. He was passionate about our culture.
His novel A Mind at Peace had a profound
effect on my writing.”

Turkish literature gets translated into languages other than English. Ayşe Kulin’s
novel Nefes Nefese (English title: Last Train
to Istanbul), was published in Italian (L’Ultimo Treno Per Istanbul) which received Italy’s prestigious Premio Roma Prize in 2016
in the Best Foreign Novel of The Year category. A long-time best seller in Turkey, Adı:
Aylin (Aylin) was also translated into Italian.
Kulin frequently portrays powerful female
characters in her novels.
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Ahmet Ümit is another acclaimed Turkish
author whose novels have been translated into other languages. The popularity of
his crime novels is only surpassed by his
main character Başkomser Nevzat (Chief
Inspector Nevzat). Recently, Ümit was the
topic of the Symposium on “Translating
Ahmet Ümit’s Work into World Languages”
and translators of his books in 12 languages met with the novelist in Istanbul. Better
get ready for a new Başkomser Nevzat adventure in 2018.

Known for his extraordinary contributions
to classical poetry in Turkey and his role in
the rediscovery and better-understanding
of Divan (Ottoman) literature, Iskender Pala
surprised his followers when he published
his first crime novel Abum Rabum in late
2017. A Professor of Literature, Iskender
Pala is best known for his novels Babil’de
Ölüm İstanbul’da Aşk (Death in Babylon,
Love in Istanbul), Katre-i Matem (Grief Drop)
and Şah ve Sultan (Shah & Sultan). Many of
the author’s books have multiple editions,
received numerous prizes and translated
into foreign languages.
Hakan Günday has become one of the
leading young writers in Turkey. His work is
labelled “underground” however it’s needless to say that he has created his own
unique style, praised by his loyal fan-base.
And now, he is set to broaden his reach
with a feature film adapted from his novel
Daha (More). In the book introduction of his
2013 novel More it writes: “Leave a man
desperate and he will build a rocket from
his inner organs! Right now, as you read
these words, some people, somewhere are
preparing to embark on a stygian journey,
struggling to flee their homeland struck by
war, hunger and poverty. But, this story is
not about the victims, it’s about a human
trafficker named Gazâ. And he’s only nine.”

Since the early 1970’s, Zülfü Livaneli has
been very popular in Turkey with his music, movies and writing. It goes without
saying that his achievements have been
recognised internationally. Most recently
Livaneli published Elia ile Yolculuk (Journey with Elia) – a book on his memories
with famed Hollywood director and close
friend Elia Kazan. Livaneli is about to step
into Hollywood himself with his novel Serenad (English title: Serenade for Nadia).
Speaking on Serenad, Livaneli said: “The
Germans and Americans bought the rights.
It’s set to be a big production. A Hollywood
movie. This is the first time a Turkish novel
has become a Hollywood adaptation.”

Truly, these are a few selected works. There are many more literary talents
that deserve to be mentioned. First and foremost, the great masters Nâzım
Hikmet and Yaşar Kemal. Several other best-selling writers in Turkey like Oğuz
Atay, Yusuf Atılgan, İhsan Oktay Anar, Sait Faik Abasıyanık have recently been
discovered by foreign readers.
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Demet CENGİZ

Luxury is
living with
your heart
Demet Sabancı Çetindoğan is one of the
leading women of Turkey. As a successful
businesswoman she has a major role in
developing women entrepreneurships.
Coming from one of the wealthiest
families in Turkey didn’t stop her starting
up her own businesses. She is the
mastermind of one of the biggest brands
in the region focusing on luxury retail,
tourism and dining. On the other hand,
she is very passionate about health and
education.
Always in the front line when it comes to
art, charity and supporting women, she
also has a reputation for being a great host.
Many famous artists, royalties and actors
have visited her waterfront mansion on
the Bosporus and were invariably taken
by both the stunning beauty of Istanbul
and her amazing hospitality.
Let’s meet Demet Sabancı Çetindoğan,
Vice President of Demsa Group.
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Could you please tell us more about Demsa
Group and in particular, your business in the
luxury segment?
DEMSA was founded in 2000. The company’s
first business affiliation was with Mothercare,
a well-known brand for maternal and children
products. DEMSA continued to grow by
introducing designer brands such as Tom
Ford,
Salvatore
Ferragamo,
Alexander
McQueen, Juicy Couture, Michael Kors to
Turkish consumers. Subsequently, we opened
Brandroom, which operates from seven stores
across the country. DEMSA also represents the
famous British chain Harvey Nichols with two
stores in Turkey. This year we also opened the
celebrated French department store Galeries
Lafayette inside Emaar Square Shopping Mall in
Istanbul.
Retail is the group’s flagship activity. We
represent a significant share of Turkey’s available
capacity, especially in the fashion and luxury
segment. We also support domestic designers
and brands through our Brandroom stores and
Galeries Lafayette. We see that Turkey and
particularly Istanbul have significant potential in
this segment.
I have been observing the needs of the market
for a long time. I was one of the first to believe in
Turkey’s capacity in this segment.
Luxury consumption is a challenging domain.
Demand has its own reflexes. The needs are
clear.
If you have sound vision, you will get the attention
you deserve. The way forward is to work with
the right brands and the right professionals. We
never overlooked details and always worked
as it is done in New York, Paris or London.
Consequently, people who recognise quality
and service discovered us quickly.

It’s Not Just
The Price

As one of the leading Turkish businesswomen,
how would you define luxury? What does it
mean to you?
Luxury is an affordable quality. It is design value,
brand value that determines the price. What
fits the price is that privileged feeling as well as
elaborate customer service, store facilities and
personal satisfaction. So, it’s not just the price.
Luxury is the sum of each of the above.
Wealth is increasing across the planet and
so is the demand for luxury. Luxury used to
be something enjoyed by a small group of
people. As the market broadens, how can
luxury consumers maintain the feeling of
being privileged?
Actually, this is not the case for people who
live luxury. Luxurious does not mean money
or the price. For me, experiencing luxury is not
about buying expensive products. It is living by
your heart. The sense of luxury is different for
everyone. To buy a very expensive car is not
luxury. Luxury is to buy a customised car. It is
a luxury to witness the extraordinary miracles of
nature. As I say, it is a complex concept. Our
aim is to create an accessible luxury segment.
We want all our consumers to feel confident
that they will find something suitable and visit
our stores without hesitation. We like them to
live their own notion of luxury through us.
We are living in a fast world - food is fast,
fashion is fast, even relationships are fast.
How are luxury goods going to last? Since
luxury claims to offer timeless items, doesn’t
this present a major contradiction? When
consumers expect lasting superior quality,
how do brands expect consumers to buy
new products every season?
No! Now people are aware of this popular
culture… Fast consumption… And now I think,
this unconscious way of life will be abandoned
as quickly as it was adopted… I guess the world
is tired now.
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Hosting
Royalty

High-Tech Shakes
Luxury Mission
There are always interesting and fun facts about how luxury
consumption varies between countries?
Absolutely.

Istanbul Will Be
In The Top Three
In Art And Fashion
What is it to have a luxury life and experience in Turkey?  

We all know how exceptional you are when it
comes to hosting people at your home. You
have a worldwide reputation. What makes
you such a great host that people can’t stop
talking about it?
Thank you very much, I wasn’t aware of a
worldwide reputation. Yes, it is true that we host
the world’s most important artists, thinkers,
opinion leaders at home. My aim is to unveil
Turkish hospitality, to explain Turkish family
life in order to give actual support to raising
awareness on Turkey. Some contact us directly
through personal networks or we have foreign
partners coming to Istanbul. They visit us in our
house and leave happily with fond memories.

In Turkey, for Turkish consumers the value of family, education, health, life
is also transforming. Now, they don’t spend money on expensive brand
names. I think they give more value to arts, labour and nature.
And Istanbul... The only city that strides two continents... The
capital of the Ottoman Empire, the Byzantine Empire and so on... As
Napoleon said, if the whole world were one country, Istanbul would
be the capital... What is the definition of luxury in this unique city?

You operate in luxury fashion, travel and food. How is each of these
segments evolving at the global scale?

What is the difference between a luxurious experience and
experiencing luxury?

Luxury of the past is now commonplace. It seems to me that high-tech
is compromising the mission of luxury. Services that can offer unique
experiences without the hassle of planning and add value to shared
experiences are very popular now. Rare experiences will become more
and more precious in the world we live in.

I think people don’t spend so much on goods anymore. They prefer
spending on mental and spiritual experiences. People are now spending
money on themselves. Traveling, eating different food, discovering new
things… At this point the equation comes out as “personalisation +
experience = luxury”.

How are these segments developing in Turkey?

When it comes to different times and generations what are the main
distinctions? How does consumer behaviour change from generation
to generation?

I think the dynamics in Turkey are no different than the rest of the world.
Any development in the worldwide luxury segment reflects on the Turkish
market, too. Tourism, hospitality and food services sectors in Turkey have
come a long way and now they are even more ambitious than before.
Collecting memories instead of “stuff” is a new global phenomenon.
“A moment of luxury” I would call it. What do you think people are
really after nowadays?
I agree. The greatest luxury for me is wellbeing and time. As long as you
are healthy, you can somehow sort things out. If not now, they will be
resolved over time. So time and health are fundamental. People expect to
feel special, to be treated with sincerity. Everyone is now aspiring to live
up to the mark, the luxury of the money. People are after things that feels
right, special, creative.

Naturally, everyone bears traces of the period they grow up in. The new
generation who demands everything instantly and the old generation
who remain composed despite difficulties are poles apart of course. The
unique characteristics of each period reflect the spirit of its time, so every
generation has its own consumption behaviour and shopping preference.
For example, think of online sales. Our parents would never buy something
without seeing or touching the item. The next generation on the other hand,
shops online for luxury items. They even buy groceries online. The new
generation has experienced this novelty and truly is enjoying its practicality.
We learned everything from our parents. Although we do have our own, we
also know we have to keep up with the innovations of our times.

I agree with Napoleon on this. Istanbul is a very important city with its
location and history. We can live both in the East and in the West at the
same time. I think the definition of luxury is the ingenuity to realise and
maintain this opulence.
In my opinion, Istanbul will soon be one of the top three cities in the world
when it comes to art and fashion. Science, consciousness, technology,
historic and natural beauties, entertainment and inspiring progress… It has
it all and this attracts a lot of attention in the West. This is evident in the
quality of local fashion shows and the calibre of exhibitions, concerts and
festivals. The city also enjoys awesome history, a rich identity, elegance
and the freshness of the sea…
There is history, there is art, there is tranquillity… all these and more is
an indispensable luxury. The Bosphorus, Golden Horn, districts such as
Bebek, Beylerbeyi; authentic architecture of empirical and republican
periods like city walls, palaces, cisterns, squares, mosques… Istanbul has
it all. The diversity is magnificent. There is no other place like it. You can
only feel impressed, enchanted even.

Istanbul,
The One And Only
Do you have a “must do and see” list for Istanbul?
Istanbul is Turkey’s gemstone and the world’s capital. It is the only city that
links Asia and Europe.
It is very difficult to describe Istanbul. Its religious symbols, architecture,
lifestyle and blends of various cultures… It cradles a history of thousands
of legends from the Ancient times, Romans, Byzantines and Ottomans.
The shimmering Bosphorus is like the reflection of people’s heart. Fast
evenings, fussy mornings and endless traffic… Tea in Emirgan Çınaraltı,
a rest in Kalamış, the mansions lined along the Bosphorus, idly walking
around the Grand Bazaar, drinking Turkish coffee with friends at the famous
Pierre Loti. The list is long.
Despite all the tension and all its difficulties, Istanbul is one of a kind. It is
the one and only.

Many important figures from all around the
world have been your guests in Istanbul.
Could you please share a few memories?
Our guests are impressed as soon as they
arrive. I can see it clearly in their eyes.
Our hospitality, local foods served, the little
surprises we prepare for our guests are effective
but more importantly our cheer, amiability,
pleasantness, kindness I think make the
difference.
The first thing that comes to mind is when we
hosted Prince Edward Mountbatten-Windsor.
Both indoors and outdoors, objects were
decorated to be reminiscent of England. He
was very impressed. At the house, he was
enchanted by the Semah show. John Malkovich
was welcomed with songs when he walked
in. We celebrated Maestro Placido Domingo’s
birthday. He was very moved. It was a very
pleasant evening. Of course, we spend a lot of
time and effort preparing for the occasion.
I was there when you had the surprise party
for Maestro Placido Domingo. He was so
amazed. So was I! Would you like to add
anything else?
I hope this year brings happiness, health,
abundance, peace to our hearts and peace to
the world.
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YOL
THE ROAD (1981)

ANAYURT OTELİ
MOTHERLAND HOTEL (1986)

Director: Şerif Gören,
Cast: Tarık Akan, Şerif Sezer,
Halil Ergün, Meral Orhonsay

Director: Şerif Gören,
Cast: Tarık Akan, Şerif Sezer,
Halil Ergün, Meral Orhonsay

F
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Most would think that Turkish Cinema is limited to Yeşilçam films, the
metonym frequently used for the heyday of the domestic film industry that
lasted from the late 1950s up to the 1970s. However, a small but curious
and equally excited crowd in Istanbul had the privilege of witnessing the
first cinema screening to take place in the country as early as 1897. Since
then, Turkish Cinema has released thousands of films, a figure hard to
match by even the pioneers of the mainstream film industry.
Once coined by Italian theoretician Ricciotto Canudo as “the Seventh Art”,
cinema gained popularity at a period where most productions were still
“silent” and it gradually attracted a wider audience as first colour and then
special effects came into the picture. These days, the global film industry
is massive, and famous academy awards remain exciting to large populations around the planet. It may sound surprising that this relatively new
form of art has a long history in Turkey. It evolved greatly since the 19th
century debut Istanbul screening; at times it was even in the throes of
death… But has managed to survive 120 years following a literal resurrection in the 1960s in the form of “Yeşilçam Cinema” – aka Turkish Hollywood. And its creativity hasn’t gone unnoticed at the international level.
Turkish cinema has received awards in many categories and rewarded
for acting, directing, screenplay, cinematography, original soundtrack and
more. In world cinema, now there is a list of “must-watch” movies from
Turkish Cinema. Here is our selection of unmissable titles.
ive prisoners from Turkey’s Alcatraz
Island are given a week’s home leave.
The leading character Seyit Ali travels to
his village in rural Anatolia to punish his
wife Zine, dishonouring him by raising
doubt about her fidelity. Local tradition
commands that the betrayed husband
is the first in hand to murder the wife.
Seyit Ali finds Zile chained inside a
stable, as punishment by his family. The
couple embark on what is known as
the walk of death. Unable to bear the
cold, Zile begs for mercy. Frankly, Seyit
Ali doesn’t want to kill his wife. He tries
desperately to save her from freezing to
death, however he is defeated by the
frosty wilderness. Screenplay by Yılmaz
Güney and soundtrack by Zülfü Livaneli,
“Yol” won the Palm d’Or in tie with Costa
Gavras’ “Missing” at the 1982 Cannes
Film Festival.

ontradicting his obscure name,
Zebercet is an ordinary middle-aged
man working as a manager at a small,
out of date hotel in a provincial Turkish
town. Zebercet might seem okay on
the outside, but he has issues. He is in
constant battle with himself and with life
to the extent of developing obsessions.
Zebercet becomes infatuated and
obsessed with an alluring woman staying
at the hotel. One day the woman checks
out but says she will return in a week.
Zebercet waits eagerly for her return
over the following days. He reserves the
same room and tends to its cleaning
and maintenance. The few words she
spoke on her departure resonate in his
head. A week passes and the woman
does not show up. Zebercet is deeply
disappointed. While waiting hopelessly,
the woman becomes a sexual obsession,
which brings his tragic end. The film
was adapted from Yusuf Atılgan’s book
Anayurt Oteli (1973), which was translated
into English by Fred Stark and published
with the title “Motherland Hotel” in 2016.

Text: Ali Can Sekmeç
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MUHSİN BEY (1986)

EŞKIYA
THE BANDIT (1996)

HAMAM
STEAM: THE TURKISH BATH (1996)

MASUMİYET
INNOCENCE (1997)

BABAM VE OĞLUM
MY FATHER AND MY SON (2005)

HAYAT VAR
MY ONLY SUNSHINE (2008)

YUMURTA
EGG (2009)

Director: Yavuz Turgul,
Cast: Şener Şen, Uğur Yücel,
Sermin Hürmeriç, Osman Cavcı

Director: Yavuz Turgul,
Cast: Şener Şen, Uğur Yücel,
Yeşim Salkım, Sermin Hürmeriç

Director: Ferzan Özpetek,
Cast: Alessandro Gassman,
Francesca d’Aloja, Halil Ergün,
Şerif Sezer, Mehmet Günsür,
Başak Köklükaya

Director: Zeki Demirkubuz,
Cast: Haluk Bilginer,
Derya Alabora, Güven Kıraç,
Melis Tuna

Director: Çağan Irmak,
Cast: Fikret Kuşkan, Çetin Tekindor,
Hümeyra, Şerif Sezer, Özge Özberk,
Binnur Kaya, Yetkin Dikinciler,
Ege Tanman

Director: Reha Erdem,
Cast: Erdal Beşikçioğlu, Elit İşhan,
Levent Yılmaz, Banu Fotocan

Director: Semih Kaplanoğlu,
Cast: Nejat İşler, Saadet Işıl Aksoy,
Tülin Özen, Ufuk Bayraktar
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ighly critical of the contemporary
music scene, Muhsin Kanadıkırık
(Limpwing in English) is a former
producer who can no longer find work
on the market. He is heartbroken and up
in arms about Arabesque tunes taking
over Turkish classical music’s popularity.
Ali Nazik (Kind in English) is an ingenious
young man passionate about becoming
an Arabesque singer from East Turkey.
He travels across the country to Istanbul
and knocks on Muhsin’s door to produce
his debut album. Muhsin cannot stand
anything less than refined Turkish music
played on phonograph record. At the
beginning, he shrugs Ali off. But then
he has an idea and decides to create
a new star from him. Despite Muhsin’s
ambitions, Ali Nazik has other ideas and
acts own his own accord. The conflicts
they have and the friendship they develop
lead to funny twists in the story. Blinded
by dreams of glory, Muhsin even cheats
to get Ali Nazik in a music contest. But he
is caught red-handed and sent to prison.
While Ali Nazik becomes a famous
Arabesque singer, Muhsin Kanadıkırık
is long forgotten. The dramatic film was
written and directed by Yavuz Turgul.
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posse of bandits are arrested by law
enforcement in Cudi Mountains in
South East Anatolia. Over the next 35
years all the bandits die, either by illness
or revenge… Except for one: Baran. After
his release Baran heads to his village but
his childhood home is submerged under
the waters of a gigantic reservoir. Baran
tries to clue together his past only to find
a shocking fact: it was his close friend
Berfo’s betrayal that led to his arrest. In
his absence, Berfo has paid dowry for
Baran’s childhood love Keje and fled to
Istanbul. Baran has no leads on Keje’s
whereabouts and is completely unfamiliar
to Istanbul. On the train to the big city,
Baran meets Cumali, a ghetto kid with
petty dealings in night-clubs, casinos
and drugs. A bloody showdown awaits
Baran the Bandit who arrives in Istanbul
with Cumali. With the original score by
famed musician Erkan Oğur, Eşkıya is an
exquisite example among Yavuz Turgul’s
films.

rancesco runs a small design office in
Rome with his wife Marta. One day,
Francesco gets news that his long-lost
Aunt Anita has died in Istanbul. In her
will, Anita has left him a Turkish Bath.
Francesco travels to Istanbul to oversee
the sale of the inherited property. There,
he meets Osman who runs the bath, and
his family. The kind hospitality shown by
Osman, his wife Perran, son Mehmet and
daughter Füsun deeply affects Francesco,
who had never been exposed to Turks
or Istanbul. Ultimately, he understands
why his Aunt never returned to Rome.
Francesco’s affection compels him to
keep the Hamam. He decides to restore it
and put it back into business however, a
large re-development company has plans
of buying the bath and all the apartments
around it. Francesco is murdered for
turning down the company’s offer and
Marta is left to complete the renovation.
Music by Pivio & Aldo De Scalzi, Hamam
is worth watching for its compelling
narration.

usuf has recently been released from
prison after serving time for murder.
At a time when he lacked purpose in life,
Yusuf meets Bekir and Uğur at a rundown
B&B. This will be a turning point that
will have profound effects on their lives;
each taking their own path to innocence,
and inflicting grief and pain on each
other. Bekir is obsessively infatuated
with a prostitute called Uğur, a woman
with a presence. But deep inside, her
heart belongs to someone called Zagor,
unknown by anyone. Yusuf gets lost in
his own loneliness as he witnesses the
turbulent relation between Bekir and Uğur.
Directed by leading Turkish filmmaker
Zeki Demirkubuz, this captivating and
moving film is probably best remembered
by Haluk Bilginer’s unforgettable tirade.
The year it was released, Masumiyet won
4 Golden Oranges at the Antalya Film
Festival and 4 Golden Cocoons at the
Adana Film Festival.

aving lost his mother at birth,
seven-year-old Deniz travels his
estranged grandfather’s farm in Aegean
Turkey. Deniz has never met him due
to the hostility between his father and
grandfather. Hüseyin has disowned
his son after he got involved in political
movements while doing a degree in the
city. Sadık is terminally ill and despite
their strife, he is forced to see his father
because he has to part with his son
Deniz. The little boy finds himself in the
centre of a delightful family life on the
jovial farm. The hireling Auntie Gülbeyaz,
the amazing grandma Nuran who
drives a tractor and operates radio, the
daughter-in-law Hanife decorated in gold
bracelets from head to toe and the naïve
uncle Salim. Everyone in the family has
a loud voice and they all speak at once.
While Sadık is left to confront the ideals
he fought for, leaving his ex-girlfriend
Birgül and his discomforting past, Deniz
works his magic in restoring the relation
between his father and grandpa.

-year-old Hayat (Life in English), her
delinquent father and bedridden
grandfather live in a riverside shack near
the dangerously dark but breathtakingly
beautiful Bosphorus. Hayat’s father owns
a small fishing boat that secures the
family’s survival with the help of a variety of
illicit dealings on the side. Each morning,
Hayat travels in her father’s boat to her
school at the other end of the city and
waits for father to take her back home
in darkness. Her father’s illegal ventures,
her grandfather’s severe ailment, her
recently remarried mother’s new life, the
neighbourhood grocer…
Beyond the turmoil and romance, her life
is harsh and unrelenting, albeit Hayat is
a natural survivor. She is courageous,
resilient and hopeful despite the injustices
of life. Considered to be one of the most
important productions in Turkish cinema,
the film directed by Reha Erdem, received
several awards for its gripping narration
and triumphant storyline.

years ago, Poet Yusuf left his village
to come to Istanbul where he found
himself in the crossfire of urban and
rural lives. He suffers from identity crisis
and no one shows interest in his poetry.
Yusuf’s disappointments have defined
his life in the city. After long years, he
heads back to his village on hearing his
mother’s passing. A young woman called
Ayla is waiting at their family house now
looking shabby and abandoned. Yusuf
is unaware of the distant relatives who
have been living with his mother for the
last five years. Ayla tells Yusuf he was
to fulfil it his mother’s vow. Besides the
overwhelming feel of guilt he is taken
by the calm rhythm of rural life, meeting
his former sweetheart, old friends and
decides to stay on. Yusuf and Ayla travel
a few hours to a shrine where an animal
is to be sacrificed in honour of his mother.
The film had its world premiere in the
“Quinzaine des Realisateurs” category at
the 60th Cannes Film Festival.

BİR ZAMANLAR ANADOLU’DA
ONCE UPON A TIME IN ANATOLIA
(2011)

Director: Nuri Bilge Ceylan,
Cast: Yılmaz Erdoğan, Taner Birsel,
Muhammet Uzuner, Ercan Kesal,
Fırat Tanış, Ahmet Mümtaz Taylan

T

wo brothers kill their friend and bury
the body in a field. The prosecutor, law
enforcement, forensics and other units set
out to find the dead body with murderer
Kenan and his brother – an ordeal that
lasts until the morning. Inspector Naci
is a failing, clumsy, weary officer with no
authority, and low esteem – partly due to
his disabled son. Prosecutor Nusret is
pensive but holds a dark secret. His wife
he cheated on, mysteriously committed
suicide only a few days after the birth of
their child. Crushed under the weight of
his past mistakes, Nusret’s involvement
in the murder case is merely more than
a spectator. Recently divorced and
without children, Doctor Cemal is going
through an interlude in his life. His failed
marriage has made him absentminded
like the others. He has a stark realism
and is remarkably indifferent to particular
events. The Gendarmerie, driver Arab
Ali, the village headman and other
team members live a secluded and
monotonous life. With awards by many
reputable festivals including a Palm d’Or
at Cannes, Once Upon a time in Anatolia
is regarded as a masterpiece by Director
Nuri Bilge Ceylan.
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odrum
A place of magnificent history cradled by the
sea and sky, and offering both entertainment
and tranquility, Bodrum is a blue dream, a gift
of nature’s bounty.

Text: Oğuz - Özay Tanıtım Arşivi
Archived Photos: Oğuz Hamza
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odrum

the Jewel of the Aegean

T

he town was founded around
two crescent-shaped bays linked
by Bodrum Castle, from which it
radiates towards the surrounding hills,
its white houses crowned with colourful
bougainvillea, their window frames
painted the colour known as “Bodrum
blue”. Not more than two storeys high,
these clean white houses were built
close together to provide shade, forming
narrow streets which lead to the sea;
charming streets where wooden doors
open onto secluded gardens. Bodrum’s
unique character, a modern approach to
living uniting the past and the present,
has made it one of the most outstanding
resorts in Turkey and in the world.
As one of the most attractive coastal towns
anywhere, Bodrum is also an important
port of call for cruise ships, with at least
50 luxury liners calling at Bodrum’s big
ship dock per year, some with up to 4000
passengers. There are also ferryboats
to many neighbouring Greek islands.
The Milas-Bodrum Airport plays a vital
role in Bodrum’s transportation network,
serving millions of passengers per year
on domestic and international flights, and
is just 35 minutes from the town centre.
Bodrum Yacht Harbour extends along the
coastal strip in the town centre, its natural
beauty, facilities, capacity and modern
infrastructure making it one of the most
popular harbours in Turkey with foreign
and Turkish yachting visitors.
Having a mix of venues of different styles:
restaurants including local eateries,
bistros, cafes, bars, and nightclubs;
Bodrum manages to be a resort which
attracts and has something to please
visitors of all ages and tastes. Local
culture has been preserved in the old
streets of the shopping area which bear
traces of their centuries-old history and
rich cultural background. Bodrum has
recently begun to make its mark as a
golfing destination, now having golf clubs
of international standard which have
hosted various tournaments.
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T

he Bodrum peninsula is a
piece of heaven set down
in the blue expanse of the
Aegean Sea. Many of the beaches
of the settlements around the
coast are shaded by tamarisk and
eucalyptus trees. Among the most
popular beaches are those of Bitez
and Gümbet which are fairly close
to Bodrum. According to your
fancy, you may either enjoy the
sea breeze relaxing under a straw
umbrella, or keep your summer
lively with some hot music beats...
Bodrum’s long coastline, wind-catching beaches and cool
waters attract windsurfers and sailors. Ortakent beach is
the longest on the peninsula, and along with the beaches
coming after it to the west - in turn: Bağla, Kargı, Aspat
and Akyarlar is naturally suited to various water sports. The
atmosphere on these breezy beaches in the lap of the blue
sea and green hills is both peaceful and fun.
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the Jewel of the Aegean

White Bodrum
Houses

Beautiful Beaches,
Each Better Than the Last

A

little sleep, a little fun, a little sun, a little sea and romance...
Whether one prefers the incomparable sunsets and cool breezes of
the sandy beaches of Turgutreis and Gümüşlük, or the beaches of
Türkbükü and Yalıkavak with their highly sophisticated bars and restaurants,
Bodrum will continue to be a favorite haunt of the international jet set. The
beach operators supply a variety of facilities to suit different customer needs
and lifestyles. They make it their business to come up with plans that will
enhance their guests’ holidays.

E

choes of Bodrum’s past live on in the tower houses
built for defence in times of war, the stone houses
with small windows designed to protect against the
summer heat, the windmills, and old cisterns scattered over
the fields and between the houses to collect a few drops
of rainwater. Today, the area’s beauty is preserved through
building restrictions, according to which houses are white
with two storeys and blue windows and door frames.
Prospective purchasers will find premium houses which
incorporate the comfort and luxury of modern architecture
and spacious living areas, and take advantage of all the
beauties of nature without spoiling Bodrum’s natural
landscape.

Endless Night Life

T

his romantic coastal town continues to enchant visitors with its nights,
and to be an inspiration to other resorts with the entertainment that is
an integral part of its spirit. At hotels providing high quality service, the
liveliness of the beaches and day-long animation activities go on after sunset
in the bars, and dance clubs.
With the largest open-air dance club in Europe, strains of acoustic live music
spilling from chic venues in restored old Bodrum houses, performances by
big-name Turkish and international artists, and the young crowd taking the
beat of their music to the streets, Bodrum makes its guests forget the time
and while the whole night away.
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L

ocal cuisine, enriched by the wild
herbs of the Aegean region, meets
the classics of world chefs. There
are a variety of restaurants catering for all
kinds of tastes, where you can discover
delicious dishes and enjoy great dining.
You will find seafood and a rich “meze”
tradition, various appetizers brought
in small dishes for diners to share, and
interesting local dishes; all prepared
for you by experienced cooks from the
simplest recipe to the most sophisticated.

Gastronomic
Discoveries
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W

hile trying not to lose its original
character by preserving the local style of
its traditional shopping precincts, at the
same time, Bodrum is also a cosmopolitan town
that meets all the requirements of modern living.
Bodrum provides shoppers with a wealth of choice,
having both businesses offering local products, as
well as shopping malls with world famous brand
name stores. The inviting arrays of colourful fresh
fruits and vegetables on the stalls of the Bodrum
and village street markets are vibrant scenes of
local life enjoyed by visitors. Handicraft bazaars
selling the work of local crafts- people are also held
in various locations around the peninsula.
The fame of the local leather sandals handmade
by Bodrum craftsmen has spread to far corners of
the world. Unique handmade footwear, Bodrum
san dals are made 100% of leather. Bodrum is one
of the leading olive producting regions in Turkey.
In some villages, olives are still harvested using
the techniques of antiquity. Signs of the region’s
sponge diving heritage may be seen in the arrays
of various sea sponges in front of some shops.
Handmade beads, needle embroidery, and the
kilims and carpets the village women weave loop
by loop, telling all kinds of stories through their
choice of colour and motif, are just some of the
Bodrum traditions that have gone on for centuries,
and will continue into the future.

Shopping
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ART & CULTURE

Can you provide an overview of the Istanbul Foundation for Culture and
Arts?

INTERVIEW • Demet CENGİZ

art

a driving force of society

“In 2017 alone, more than 700,000
people attended events organised by
the Istanbul Foundation for Culture
and Arts (IKSV) including international
festivals such as the 15th Istanbul
Biennial. We have 5 million followers
on social media. Over the past 45
years, IKSV has been the name
behind 135 festivals, 18 biennials,
41 special events that were attended
by an incredible number of 10 million
participants.”
Here is an interview with
IKSV’s General Director Görgün Taner.
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As a non-profit foundation established in 1973, the Istanbul Foundation for
Culture and Arts (IKSV) is one of the building blocks of Istanbul’s culture
and art scene. IKSV regularly organises International Festivals of Music,
Film, Theatre and Jazz, the Istanbul Biennial, Istanbul Design Biennial, Leyla
Gencer Voice Contest, and a film week in October called ‘filmekimi’. One-off
events are also on IKSV’s agenda. We host contemporary music concerts, as
well as cultural and artistic events from other disciplines at our performance
venue “Salon”, located on the ground floor of our headquarters in the
Nejat Eczacıbaşı Building. We also coordinate the Pavilion of Turkey in the
International Art and Architecture Exhibitions of la Biennale di Venezia and an
artist residency programme at Paris Cité Internationale des Arts. IKSV finds it
crucial to contribute to current discussions relating to cultural policy-making,
thus conducts cultural policy studies and draft reports.
IKSV has two award presentations other than those presented in scope of
our festivals. The Annual Aydın Gün Encouragement Award is given to a
successful young classical musician, while the Talât Sait Halman Translation
Award supports outstanding literary translation into the Turkish language. The
Foundation’s support for artistic and cultural production extends further to
commissioning works in classical music and contemporary art and taking
part in international or local co-productions.
The founder of modern Turkey, Atatürk once said “A nation deprived of
art lacks a lifeline.” Why do we need art? Why do you think Atatürk gave
art vital importance?
Art is one of the driving forces of society and a significant factor in social
transformation. One of IKSV’s objectives to make art universally accessible
to everyone. Our latest cultural policy report titled “Public Engagement in
the Arts” points exactly to this need… for cultural institutions to think more
on increasing public access and involvement in cultural life. A pioneering
attempt at this was made by IKSV in the past Istanbul Festivals of Film and
Theatre. Students were able to watch festival films for 1 Lira during daytime
screenings and theatre performances for 10 Lira. This increased interest and
participation by the younger age group tremendously. In the same spirit, our
biennials of contemporary art and design are admission free.
Another initiative we launched at the beginning of 2017 is the IKSV Arts &
Culture Card. Each year, 1,000 students are given these cards which have a
balance of 250 Turkish Liras. The cards are valid for all IKSV events throughout
the season. We take online applications for about a month and determine
students by lottery. We received 65,711 applications in 2017 and 114,669
applications in 2018.
How many events has IKSV organised? And how many people have you
reached so far?
In 2017 alone, more than 700,000 people attended events organised by
IKSV, ranging from international festivals, the 15th Istanbul Biennial and
special events. We have 5 million followers on social media. Over the past
45 years, IKSV has been the name behind 135 festivals, 18 biennials, 41
special events attended by 10 million participants. With the contributions of
1000 individual supporters, institutions and sponsors, the Foundation has
channelled approximately 15 million Dollars to local and international cultural
and artistic productions.
It goes without saying that economic development is crucial however,
developed countries also excel at culture, arts, sports, literature, and so
on… What is the significance?
None of the domains you mention can exist in the absence of creativity and
critical thinking. Improving quality of life and having a strong international
presence is not dependent on economic power alone. You need to have
Nobel Prize winning authors, musicians performing in leading concert venues
around the World, athletes with Olympic medals.
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A Good Neighbour

IKSV is associated mostly with the Istanbul Biennial. There have been some really interesting themes and concepts over
the years. Can you tell us more about recent developments in that domain?
Originally conceived in 1987, Istanbul Biennial has become one of the most appealing and experimental major art exhibitions in the
world over the last three decades. Apart from being a meeting point for artists from different cultural backgrounds, art professionals
and audiences, the Biennial also acts as a school, not only for the staff, but also for many who are visiting a contemporary art
exhibition for the first time in their lives. Attracting nearly half a million visitors every two years, the Istanbul Biennial has a strong
presence in the art scene, proven also by its international acclaim.
This year’s biennial theme was ‘a good neighbour’. The term ‘neighbour’ does not only pertain to someone who lives next door, or
in your immediate neighbourhood, but also refers to geopolitical conflicts and how the impact of what happens in one part of the
world resonates elsewhere. In that sense, the theme of the 15th edition responded very well to the current state of affairs in the
world. It invited everyone to put themselves in someone else’s shoes. As the concept of ‘neighbour’ has a strong presence in our
language and culture, everyone has a story about a good or bad neighbour. It was a theme that everyone could relate to.
We can all see the evolution of the Istanbul Biennial. And recently there is no admission fee. Did this make a big difference?
In 2013, we decided to abolish admission fees for the biennial based on the idea that the exhibition must be accessible for all. As
expected, visitor numbers rose significantly. Since then, the Biennial is free of charge and our doors are open to everyone seeking a
moment of inspiration in aesthetics. The 15th edition of the biennial reached 440,000 visitors in 8 weeks. The 12th biennial in 2011
was the last biennial with admission fee and attracted 110,000 visitors. Obviously it is a remarkable rise.

Art is also a market and some consider it as an investment tool. Is this
good or bad?
It is imperative to have art-lovers who aspire to invest in art so that artists
are rewarded for their work - so a mature and transparent market is good for
all parties involved. We are pleased to see that demand for art is on the rise
and the art market is developing in Turkey. Unlike art galleries or fairs, IKSV is a
foundation and as a non-profit cultural organisation, we are not involved in the
trading of art. However, IKSV supports artistic production by offering awards,
commissioning works and taking part in co-productions, which amounted to
7 million Liras in 2017. Especially the Istanbul Biennial and our artist residency
programme in Paris have been extremely influential in granting public presence
to many artists from Turkey and opened ways for their commercial success.

Cultural Venues are not
Just Buildings
We talked plenty about Istanbul? What about other cities in Turkey?

55 Artists from 32 Countries

Istanbul has been an important stage for foreign artists as well.
The 15th Istanbul Biennial brought together artworks by 55 artists from 32 countries, and we are proud to have presented 30 new
productions last year.
Festivals and events with rich content depend on the support of private sector sponsorship and public interest. There is
more interest in recent years. Knowing that there is always more to do, is this enough?
It is the interest of art lovers and support of our loyal sponsors that have made IKSV events possible over the past 45 years.
IKSV was the first foundation in Turkey to establish the concept of sponsoring cultural and artistic events. Stemming from social
responsibility and a sense of belonging, IKSV’s supporters have contributed toward successfully bringing about some of the most
exclusive artistic events ever held in Istanbul, and built on the city’s artistic life.
Sponsors who offer prolonged long-term support towards cultural and artistic events as a conscious element of their “corporate
culture” will be remembered as socially responsible entities. In creating corporate identity, developing their brands or promoting
products, sponsors help raise consumers’ artistic and cultural awareness, and consequently improve the society. In this country
where economic instability reigns, sponsorship is a sine-qua-non for achieving lasting quality in artistic organisations.

In terms of culture and arts, mainly public institutions play an important role
in other cities. It is very important in this regard to ensure the appropriate
running of venues that have been built for cultural and artistic events. Cultural
venues should always keep in mind that they are more than just a building
and focus on developing the best content possible within the confines of their
physical and financial circumstances.

Digital Transformation
What new projects are on IKSV’s agenda?

IKSV is taking steps forward in digital transformation. Soon, our audiences
will be able to follow IKSV events on our more user-friendly websites with
better Google integration and a new smart phone application. Primarily, we
would like to reach more people from different cultural backgrounds, continue
our attempts to build on public engagement in our activities, be more vocal
about our role as a facilitator of arts and culture, and make our events more
accessible for everyone. Our support projects in the Istanbul Film and Theatre
Festivals, in which patrons enable students to attend events at discount
prices by sponsoring screenings or performances will continue. The idea of
buying seats for students has triggered an immense philanthropic response
and we hope to offer more opportunities for individuals or corporations who
would like to support accessibility in arts.

ART & CULTURE
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FASHION

ÖZLEM SÜER

INTERVIEW • Güzide YÜLEK
PHOTO • Ufuk ALTUNBAŞ

“ Turkey is the world’s new fashion hotspot ”
Fashion designer Özlem Süer’s
creations are sold at more than 150
points across the globe. Internationally
acclaimed designer says Turkish
fashion is well and truly on the
global radar. Much like the country’s
geographical location striding two
continents, Turkey has become a
crossroads for fashion. Behind Süer’s
success lies her seamless ability to
merge local and global; her aptness in
incorporating a contemporary touch to
indigenous motifs through forms and
silhouettes.
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To what extent does Turkey’s culture and
charm influence local fashion designers? How
do you reflect Turkish culture in your designs?
From local to global, minimal to maximal every
concept, every impression emerges as a cultural
reflection. It’s the same in every society. Inevitably,
cultural reflections become more apparent
and pronounced particularly in societies rich in
history. Take Turkish culture for example. Its vast
and eclectic heritage manifests itself in different
dimensions in all creative disciplines. Nowadays,
the digitalisation of the sector has allowed us
to see this more clearly, especially in prints. For
instance, Ottoman prints, jewellery, and nomadic
Turkish tying methods come with a contemporary
twist in the DUET-X SS18 Collection.
How influential are Turkish designers in defining
global fashion trends? How long did it take to
achieve this? Where should the industry be in
an ideal world?
Turkey is a bridge, not only in the geographical
sense, but also for fashion. We lie west of the
Orient and east of the Occident… Hence, we are
exposed to very diverse energies. In my opinion,
this is the source of fascination with our designs
and designers. Many major players in the fashion
industry have started to invest in the Middle East.
I can say with confidence that the image of our
people, our lifestyles inspire them. It goes without
saying that we have to stick to the objective
of maximising artistic texture, of remaining
contemporary and setting standards.
Every designer has a trademark colour, a fabric
or texture. What is yours? What look best
defines you?
I could say, soft blush and ecru hues associated
with the brand along with the romantic, bohemian
and avant-garde spirit echoed by our collections…
Silk and lace are essential… Over the years, naïve
decollétés and flowing tulles have come to be the
hallmarks of our red-carpet collections.
Each season you create collections inspired
by different stories. The society we live in and
the social issues we face must have some
influence. You already launched your 2018
collection. What topics or themes do you think
will prevail in 2019?
Undoubtedly, social issues are the fundamentals of
artistic creation. Take DUET-X SS18 for example.
The collection underlines cultural diversity,
plurality and unity albeit differences as opposed
to singularity and segregation. A retro-futuristic
storyline is on the drawing board for the upcoming
2019 collection. “Runway” will offer more in plastic
values, but it will also narrate the absolutely
timeless adventure of dynamism in its undertones.
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ÖZLEM SÜER
Özlem Süer creations have gone beyond our borders, reaching out to aficionados of the brand
in different countries around the globe. Women of which country do you think look best in your
creations? Why?
The brand is available at 150 locations around the world. 38 of them are in the Middle East. We
introduce different collections to different audiences in each territory. I can say beauty is redefined
when Italian women flaunt transparent bohemian bridal gowns with the Amalfi coast in the backdrop.
While our evening collection is the perfect match for American celebrities, women in Tokyo adopt a
more minimal tone.
Imagine your theme is Turkey and your aim is to tell its story to the world using your designs…
Which material would you use? What would your designs be like? What kind of a construct
would you employ to present the collection?
For patterns, I would prefer Iznik tiles, “Konya Karatay Museum” tiles, Anatolian rug motifs and
miniatures… I would apply caftan patterns on local materials like silk and ihram fabric, ultimately
merging traditional silhouettes with the new.
Lace and beads are frequently used in your evening and bridal collections. Your creations
emphasise femininity. Does this stem from our cultural acumen? What attracts you to these
details? What does lace and embroidery mean for you?

What is the secret to the success of your designs?
It is in merging what is local and global, adding a
contemporary touch to local motifs with modern cuts
and silhouettes.
Specifically speaking of fashion, do you think
Turkey is where it deserves to be on the
international arena? Why?
It is definitely in great shape in terms of design and
manufacturing capacity, however it is vital to have
sound advertisement strategies to achieve global
fame and success. We have to reach our objective in
rational ways. And this demands presence in world
fashion weeks and cutting-edge magazines, signing
celebrity endorsements and forcing the hands of
trendy department stores to open space for our
creations.

It could be originating from our desire to focus on texture… Of course, no one can deny the factor of
cultural reflection. Lace remarkably gives excellent form to pastoral elements. A good example would
be our form fitting bridal gowns that feature an assortment of lace. These spontaneous efficacies that
disclose an expressionist style converges with the momentum of the age we live in. Today, lightness
is a major aspect and this is particularly evident in the “Blance de Pera 2018” collection for instance.
While fine lace gives the brides a bohemian aura, ivory coloured accessories that complement the
wedding dress highlight opulence. The naïve, form-fitting silhouettes of the “2018 return-to-nature”
trends coupled with transparent dresses, skin-revealing decollétés bestow a contemporary feel to
the collection. Lace and light textures on the other hand maximise this effect. Three-dimensional
appliqués, Swarovski crystals and cut stones are always a winner.
How would you define luxury?
Anything in life that pampers you and elevates your life energy… Things that pull you out from where
you are and make you feel special.
What luxuries could you not live without?
Experimental food at new places, experiencing innovative industrial designs, gaining new technological
experiences that augment quality of life.

Fashion is a vast domain that can strike relations
with an array of disciplines… What elements do
you blend into fashion? What other disciplines
are in your equation of creativity?
The sector is rendered interdisciplinary due to the
eclectic demeanour of fashion itself as much as the
unstoppable rise of digitalisation in our lives. Creative
disciplines such as installations, performances and
visual-arts have become familiar forms of expression
in fashion. Brands have evolved beyond the traditional
cat-walk show to full-on art performances. An
example could be our “Garden of Simone” collection.
Hosted at Özlem Süer House, the performance
featured an installation with the models, introducing
a new form of presentation using an alternative
discipline.

FASHION
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The Finest Collection

1 10 KARAKOY

Fascinating
Charm of the Past
Embracing Today's
Sophisticated
Style!

Located in one of the most vibrant and burgeoning districts in
the heart of Istanbul which is at the northern part of Golden
Horn mouth on the European side of Bosphorus, this luxury
boutique hotel redefines chic elegance with its distinct
design and unequaled service excellence. Minutes away from
authentic Grand Bazaar, Spice Market, historical Sultanahmet,
lively Beyoğlu, Taksim, Galata Tower and pier.
The wooden building used to be operated as Balikli Greek
Hospital until 1753 then was moved outside of castle walls,
to Yedikule. Building then was burned down as a result of
countless fires in Galata, it was rebuilt as an inn. The great
marble epigraph which symbolizes special thanks to those
who supported that construction, can still be seen in the inner
yard of the hotel.
Inn was the centre of manufacturing shops and steamrooms
inside. 10 Karaköy is now welcoming guests between the
walls of history which meet the modernism with its 71 rooms
including Loft Terrace Suite and Penthouse. It has ON10
Terrace Restaurant & Bar looking at historical peninsula and
Sky Terrace with the view of Galata Tower. We offer you Private
Dining room and meeting space up to 70 delegates.

Central location with easy access to
transportations
Express c in and c out
Coffee machine and electronic safe
box in rooms
Complimentary wireless internet
access
24 hour room service
Gym with latest equipments
Valet parking
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2 AJWA HOTEL SULTANAHMET

An Artisanal Gem
in the Old City of
Istanbul

61 rooms including 13 suites with
exquisite furnishings and carpets
Panoramic views across the rooftops of
the Old Town and Sea of Marmara
Marmara white marble bathrooms with
tiled patterns inspired by the city’s
mosques

Istanbul’s historic Sultanahmet district is a wonderfully walkable
tourist haven of museums, shops, mosques, palaces, churches
and ancient houses, and the five-star sanctum of serenity at
heart of it all, Ajwa Hotel Sultanahmet. From the very moment
of their arrival guests are made to sense a special welcome
which includes an offering of dates (the Ajwa date, to which
the hotel owes its name, among them) and holy zem zem
water. A contemporary reimagining of an Ottoman mansion,
Ajwa’s corridors are fringed by potted palms and decorative
Ottoman-era furniture. These lead to palatably plush guest
rooms and suites artistically adorned with exquisite Turkish rugs
and handcrafted walnut mother-of-pearl carved furnishings.
Spacious 61 guest rooms are meticulously conceived and
set-up with exquisite furnishings and carpets, hand-painted
ceilings and some of the finest linen and bathroom amenities
available today. State-of-the-art Technologies have been
carefully blended into these serene interiors. Their Marmara
white marble bathrooms also feature tiled patterns inspired
by the city’s mosques. The impressively wood-panelled Sultan
Suite is the hotel’s three-room masterpiece, complete with
sauna, steam room, Jacuzzi and shower room. However, if it’s
an authentic Turkish hammam experience you’re after, head
to Ajwa’s Afiya Spa where the mornings and early afternoons
are dedicated to treatments for women followed by menonly late afternoons and evenings. On the top floor, Zeferan
Restaurant looks out to panoramic views across the rooftops
of the Old Town and Sea of Marmara. The menu specialises in
Azerbaijan cuisine such as traditional salads of fresh greens
and juicy pomegranates, grilled meats and flaky baklava.
Special services: a 24-hour concierge, 24-hour room service
and a fleet of Bentley limousines available to transport you
around the city.

Authentic tastes of Azerbaijani Cuisine
The only luxury Spa & Health Club in the
Old City
A contemporary reimagining of an
Ottoman mansion
A fleet of luxury transportation,
including Bentley limousines
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3 AMANRUYA

Retreat to
Sun-Drenched
Simplicity on the
Aegean Shores of
Turkey

Drawing its name from the Sanskrit-derived word for ‘peace’
and combining it with ruya, Turkish for ‘dream’, Amanruya
overlooks the Aegean Sea on Turkey’s Bodrum Peninsula.
Bordered by a forest reserve, the resort enjoys a sea frontage
of almost one kilometre and is surrounded by ancient olive
groves. Set on a slope, it offers breathtaking views over the
sea with a winding pathway leading to a private pebble beach.
Amanruya presents 34 freestanding Pavilions, each with a
private garden and a marble swimming pool, heated in the
cooler months. Joined to the resort’s main buildings and
50-metre swimming pool via pebbled pathways, each of the
75-square-metre Pavilions features a four-poster bed, a dining
area, a traditional Turkish fireplace, heated floors and a large
bathroom. In the gardens are pergolas with large cushioned
daybeds.
The resort offers several dining venues serving Turkish and
Mediterranean cuisine, all with beautiful sea views. The tranquil
Pool Dining Pavilion overlooks the main swimming pool and
the bay beyond, while the Wine Cellar is an atmospheric
setting for special events with its lofty vaulted ceiling and
serene views. Located higher on the hillside, the Dining Pavilion
offers a slim, wraparound balcony and panoramic ocean views.
The spacious Lounge with its divan-style seating, dark beams
and wraparound windows is the ideal venue in which to enjoy
afternoon tea or an evening cocktail. Guests can also take time
out in the elegant Wine Lounge or the more casual open-air
Pool Pavilion.
Approximately 500 metres west of the main buildings is the
informal Beach Club. Protected by a headland, it consists of
a dining area and a series of terraces overlooking the small
pebble beach.

34 Pool Pavilions
Inside and alfresco dining options
Beach Club
Library and art gallery
Fitness and yoga studio
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4 CALISTA LUXURY RESORT

The Glamour of
Luxury

Set in Belek, Antalya -where breath-taking natural beauty
meets splendidly blue water- the Calista Luxury Resort features
design inspired by the radiant atmosphere and luminous, starstudded skies of the Mediterranean region. Offering a total of
600 rooms, the Resort hosts families and couples throughout
the year with pampering, detail-oriented services.
Start the day on a joyful note, in an elegant villa or a comfortable
suite. Wake up to a view of crystal- clear azure water, or a lush
garden with fragrant trees and a view of a shimmering pool.
The à la carte restaurants, concept bars and snack restaurants
transform your holiday at the Calista Luxury Resort into a feast
with the most sensational flavours in international cuisines
presented by talented chefs under the concept of " À La Carte
All Inclusive".
Enjoy the warm Mediterranean sunshine and azure skies at
the Resort’s private beach and two piers, one of which offers
VIP services. The Resort also features outdoor and indoor
swimming pools in a range of different sizes and depths that
will accommodate any preference.

Total 600 rooms including semi-isolated
14 VIP Villas
Unique architecture and splendid nature
“A’la Carte All Inclusive Concept” and
tailor-made service
Award-winning entertainment concept

The Calhippo Kids Club serves different age groups, creating
a fun world for children between the ages of 4 and 12 years
old, while the hotel keeps the pulse of the region beating with
its award-winning entertainment concept, including exciting
events and performances from world-famous artists, DJs and
show groups that make the summer months that much more
fun.
Rejuvenate, relax and experience the ultimate in pampering at
the 3,500m² Callos Spa Centre, offering traditional hammam
rituals, classic massages and luxurious therapies, a beauty
centre and state-of-the-art wellness programmes. Resort also
offers a wide selection of sports facilities.

Numerous activity options for children
and babysitting
Situated 3,500 m² SPA area and VIP
section
An ideal venue for conventions with 6
meeting halls
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5 CONRAD ISTANBUL BOSPHORUS

Never Just Stay.
Stay Inspired

Conrad Istanbul Bosphorus offers fully renovated guest rooms
and suites and awe-inspiring views of the city skyline. Expect
an unforgettable experience and unique balconies, indoor and
outdoor pools, a spa and tennis club.
Centrally located in the lively Besiktas area, the hotel is a
5-minute walk from the Bosphorus. Ortakoy, Dolmabahce
Palace and Vodafone Stadium are nearby while Zorlu, Kanyon,
Metrocity, Özdilek, shopping malls and Nişantaşı district are a
short drive away.
Conrad Istanbul Bosphorus has everything travelers need,
including complimentary WiFi, a 24-hour health club with
Turkish hammam, two swimming pools, covered and open clay
tennis courts and a separate children's pool.
Indulge in our Suite Services for a complimentary chauffeurdriven airport transfer, VIP setup, Executive Lounge and
meeting room access.
Summit Bar & Terrace serves fabulous cocktails, and
Mediterranean cuisine is delicious in Manzara. The terrace at
Summit provides a 240-degree city view.
A 2017 TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence winner, Conrad
Istanbul Bosphorus is Turkey's Leading Hotel 2017 and was
named a leading city and conference hotel in Turkey over
several years by World Travel Awards. This Istanbul hotel
features 3,000 square meters of function space, a 15th floor
Bosphorus Lounge and terraces with a panoramic view.

553 rooms including 76 suites
Central location, easy access to
transportation
Terraces offering panoramic views of
Bosphorus
Spa & Health Club accessible 24 hours
Awarded by the World Travel Awards
One of the largest ballrooms in the city
3,000 sq. m. function space
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6 ÇIRAĞAN PALACE KEMPINSKI ISTANBUL

The Only
Ottoman Imperial
Palace and Hotel
on the Bosphorus

Located on the European shores of the magnificent Bosphorus,
facing the Asian continent and overlooking the ancient city,
Çırağan Palace Kempinski Istanbul offers the glamour of a
genuine Ottoman Palace in an enchanting city where east
meets west and history meets contemporary. With its splendid
style, superb location, fascinating views and spacious green
gardens with palm trees.
Çırağan Palace Kempinski offers a resort ambience in the heart
of the city and is the only hotel in Istanbul accessible in three
ways; by car, yacht or helicopter.
Çırağan Palace Kempinski offers a wonderful and unforgettable
stay for both the leisure and business travelers. The property
has 313 rooms, including 282 rooms, 20 suites in the main hotel
section and 11 suites in the imperial palace section. Guests
staying in the palace suites, including the Sultan Suite, one of
the biggest in Europe, enjoy 24-hour private butler service and
absolute privacy, including a private entrance and a lounge.
The hotel’s restaurants & bars, all with a balcony or terrace
overlooking the Bosphorus, offer a blissful culinary experience
from the best Ottoman cuisine to international classics.
Çırağan Palace Kempinski Istanbul is regarded as the city’s most
distinguished event venue, and frequently hosts prestigious
government summits, high profile meetings & congresses, or
extravagant weddings & social events that create memories to
remember for a life time.

313 Rooms and Suites
Tuğra Restaurant & Lounge
Laledan Restaurant
Gazebo Lounge
Le Fumoir
Extensive Conference and Event
Facilities
3 Means of Transportation: Air, Sea and
Land
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7 FAIRMONT QUASAR ISTANBUL

Turning Moments
into Memories…

Rising over the slopes of the Bosphorus, surveying centuries of
history, yet silhouetted against the modern skyline of Istanbul,
the Fairmont heritage of distinction and style came to Istanbul,
fusing with the city’s storied history to bring guests a unique
experience in the heart of the city. Presiding over the vibrant
Mecidiyeköy area with its rich and eclectic blend of office
towers, shopping centers and colorful side streets, Fairmont
Quasar Istanbul is at the crossroads with easy access to and
from both airports and a short walk to the metro.
Elegantly designed for the sophisticated modern traveler,
Fairmont Quasar Istanbul has 209 luxury rooms all offering
exclusive touches ranging from individual balconies and
Bosphorus views to a private Turkish bath in your own
bathroom.
Reflecting Fairmont’s heritage of culinary excellence, the hotel
boasts a diverse selection of restaurants. Offering a unique
experience, Aila embraces authentic Turkish cuisine with a
contemporary twist, combining seasonality and the best
of locally-sourced ingredients. On the other hand, Stations
restaurant is the epitome of casual chic, excellent for relaxed
dining at any time of day, connecting Occident and Orient
through à la minute options.

Brand new hotel, located in the heart
of city
Steps away from metro station takes
you to historical sites and shopping
centers

For the most luxurious spa experiences, Willow Stream Spa
strives to find innovative ways to help guests find their energy.
Offering an array of lifestyle choices and encompassing total
well-being, Willow Stream Spa combines an exclusive facility
focusing on fitness and movement, beauty and aesthetics.

Luxury rooms and suites with city,
Bosphorus and Old City views
Awarded by International Hotel
Awards and World Luxury Hotel
Awards
Spectacular infinity pool overlooking
the Bosphorus
Renowned Willow Stream Spa
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8 FOUR SEASONS HOTEL ISTANBUL
AT THE BOSPHORUS

Glamour at the
Waterside

Four Seasons Hotel Istanbul at the Bosphorus reflects the
changing face of modern Istanbul, infusing a 19th century
Ottoman palace with the contemporary elegance of its
waterfront setting. The Hotel is located on the European banks
of the legendary Bosphorus strait with views across to the
hills of Asia. Inside, stylish interiors offer a refreshing take on
traditional Ottoman design, creating a fitting base from which
to explore the upscale shops, restaurants and bars of the city’s
modern center. Opened in 2008, Four Seasons Bosphorus
most recently named 2016 Travel + Leisure Most Romantic
Hotels in Europe #2 .
The Hotel’s 170 rooms occupy the original palace building and
two new wings. Light, understated interiors reflect the coastal
location, while decorative Turkish touches and traditional
artworks allude to the Bosphorus as the former summer retreat
of the Ottoman elite.
The Hotel is the company’s second property in the city and
marks a distinct change from the first, Four Seasons Hotel
Istanbul at Sultanahmet. The service, however, remains
unmistakably Four Seasons and offers a seamless continuation
of the standards for which the original property is so revered.

170 Rooms and suites
Restaurants
Bar
Spa
Turkish baths
Pool
Conference, incentive and
Banqueting facilities
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9 FOUR SEASONS HOTEL ISTANBUL
AT SULTANAHMET
An Oasis of
Luxury, Steps
Away from the
Historic
Treasures of the
Ancient City

Four Seasons Hotel Istanbul at Sultanahmet is an intimate
retreat of just 65 rooms and suites located in the centre of
Istanbul’s Old Town. The three-storey, neo-classic building
wraps around a landscaped, courtyard garden and neighbours
some of the city’s most impressive historical monuments.
Opened in 1996, the Hotel is one of the jewels in Four Seasons’
crown, most recently 2018 Conde Nast Traveler 2018 Gold List
Best Hotels in the world.
The UNESCO World Heritage Sites of Topkapi Palace, Haghia
Sophia and the Blue Mosque are just a couple of minutes stroll
from the Hotel. In keeping with this privileged location, the
Hotel’s interiors and decoration pay homage to the city’s rich
Ottoman heritage. Shuttered windows and arched doorways
open to reveal well-lit, uncluttered spaces; decorative Ottoman
artefacts and antique rugs are incorporated amongst neoclassical furniture and welcoming Turkish sofas. The resultant
effect exudes an easy, homely ambience that belies the
exclusivity of the address. The Hotel’s restaurant, Seasons, is
located within a glass pavilion that forms the focal point of
the lush, courtyard garden; here, International and Turkish fine
dining come together. The Hotel has two roof terraces. The
main terrace A’YA Rooftop Lounge showcases views of the
adjacent Haghia Sophia and Blue Mosque, across to the Sea of
Marmara. It operates as a bar during the summer months.

65 Rooms And Suites
Restaurant
Bar
Health Club
Terraces With Views Over
Istanbul Landmarks
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10 HILLSIDE BEACH CLUB

Heaven on Earth

Hillside Beach Club is a stunning five star holiday resort in
Kalemya Bay, Fethiye. Located within easy reach of Dalaman
airport on the Aegean coast, overlooking the crystal-clear
Mediterranean, this chic resort offers a luxurious destination
for both families and couples.
The resort boasts three private beaches, an extensive kids
club offering alongside a wide variety of excursions outside
the resort. Hillside Beach Club is also home to a world-class
watersports centre.
The tranquil environment of Hillside’s adult-only beaches create
a serene and calming atmosphere, ideal for those wanting to
switch off. For the ultimate pampering experience, guests can
choose from a selection of Balinese or Turkish treatments to
ensure a rejuvenating renewal of body and mind at the SANDA
Nature Spa set beneath a picturesque pine forest.
The luxury resort is especially popular with families thanks to its
extensive activity clubs for kids of all ages run by professional
coaches. Parents seeking rest and relaxation will love the
exclusive retreat’s unspoilt and serene location.

330 Luxury rooms
Restaurants

Kidside entertains children between 4 and 7 with professional
sports and entertainment coaches, whilst those aged 8-13 can
try anything from sailing to hip hop classes in Junior Club.
Teen guests from 14-17 have an array of options in Young Club,
including water sports, beach volleyball and DJing workshops.
The resort’s Baby Park is perfect for kids under 3 and includes
activities such as a sandpit, water park and playground.

7 Bars and one coffee corner
Spas
Turkish bath
Swimming pool
Private beach
Amphitheatre
Meeting rooms
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11 LUJO BODRUM

Bodrum’s New
Destination for
Inspiration

Located at the Güvercinlik Bay that is only 15 km away from
the Bodrum Airport, Lujo intends to respond to those who are
interested in finding difference by offering an à la carte concept
and a theme of Art & Joy. Lujo welcomes guests into a luxury
world with 20 different and comfortable room options. While
3 distinct type villas with private swimming pools are preferred
by larger families, Forest Rooms with their unprecedented
architecture win the hearts of the couples. With 80% of its
rooms having a frontal sea view, Lujo offers luxurious services
such as exclusively heated swimming pools for the spring
months, Aqua Park for the children and childlike guests, and
Kijo CLub where 1 to 17 year-old children are entertained with
fun and educational activities.
Lujo’s special 1 km long white sand shore proves to cater
anyone with its Escape Beach for those who look for silence in
nature; Joy Beach for those who would like to build castles out
of sand with their kids; and Indigo Beach Club for those who
are in search of beach parties.
Lujo embraces an all-inclusive à la carte system. Chef Mustafa
Gurbuz and his innovative team prepare each dish with a
goal to leave a trace while displaying their contemporary and
distinctive cooking skills. Lujo guests can enjoy the unique
flavors coming from Turkish, Greek, Asian and Italian cuisines
at its 7 different gourmet restaurants with a spectacular sea
view while having a taste of the aged whiskeys or special Lujo
cocktails by mixologists at 10 different bars.

Opening April 2018 | Bodrum
Luxury all inclusive à la carte concept
7 à la carte restaurants, 10 snacks &
bars
Rooms, suites and villas
1 km long white sand beach
Indoor, outdoor and room pools – all
heated
4500 sqm Kijo Club – for 1-17 yo kids
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12 MANDARIN ORIENTAL, BODRUM

We Welcome You to
Paradise Bay

Surrounded by ancient olive groves and fragrant pine trees,
and with panoramic views of the Aegean Sea, the resort’s 132
guestrooms, apartments, suites and villas, each have their own
outside space, some with infinity pools that seemingly blend
into the blue of the Aegean Sea. The Sea View Rooms and
Mediterranean Suites are the most spacious on the Bodrum
Peninsula, and the opulent Presidential Villa is the ultimate in
luxury travel.
Centering on its two private white sand beaches and long
shoreline, the resort’s many leisure pursuits range from diving
and snorkeling to tennis and basketball. Resort`s Kids Club
which features a fun and educational range of arts and crafts,
nature and sports activities that are sure to introduce little
ones to new discoveries and friendships.
With eight restaurants and bars, Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum
offers a tantalizing range of dining options. From a leisurely
snack at the Blue Beach Club & Bar to eating alfresco under
the stars at Assaggio, the chic Italian restaurant perched
over the azure waters of Paradise Bay, each eatery offers a
distinctive dining experience. At Turkish fish and seafood
restaurant, Bodrum Balikçisi, diners enjoy Turkish seafood with
a modern twist. From the talented hands of renowned chefs,
Kurochan by IOKI introduces contemporary Asian-style dining
to Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum.

132 Rooms & suites including 8 villas
Restaurants & bars
Indoor & outdoor pool
Kids pool & kids club & kids menu
Tennis & basketball court

Winner of the spa category at the World Luxury Spa &
Restaurant Awards 2016, The Spa at Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum
is a sanctuary of serenity. Offering the most comprehensive
range of wellness, beauty and massage programmes in the
region, including Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group’s awardwinning holistic spa treatments, it uses olive oil, sage and
lavender from the resort’s gardens as ingredients in its own
natural, handmade remedies. Guests can experience centuriesold Turkish water therapies in The Spa’s stunning hammam.

Spa & fitness center
Hair dresser
2 Beaches & water sports center
Ballrooms & boardrooms
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13 REGNUM CARYA GOLF & SPA RESORT

An Ultimate
Private All
Inclusive Resort
Paradise…

Regnum Carya Golf & Spa Resort is a luxury all-inclusive resort
situated in the popular southern Turkish region of Antalya. Set
along the Mediterranean coastline, the resort is spread across
an impressive 1,000,000 square metres of land. The rousing
blue of the sea is especially breathtaking alongside the lush
green surroundings of pine forests and golf courses.
As the proud host of the 2015 G20 Summit, Regnum Carya
Golf & Spa Resort boasts a world class Convention Centre
with plentiful meeting halls, each of which is equipped with
outstanding conference facilities. The resort is also home to
two internationally recognised golf courses, and has extensive
family offerings (including an adventure park), an organic spa,
four FIFA standard football pitches, and both and five tennis
courts. In addition, the resort offers a variety of exquisite
food and beverage options, which include seven à la carte
restaurants, nine bars, and an on-site nightclub. The vast
selection of facilities and services cater to each and every
individual traveller’s needs.

553 luxury accommodation
Private white sand beach &
overwater beach “suite” pavilions
All-inclusive fine dining options
Aqua World & Adventure Park
Eco-friendly Spa & Wellness Centre
Free entrance of Land of Legends
Real Madrid Foundation Clinic for
Kids
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14 SHANGRI-LA BOSPHORUS, ISTANBUL

An Enchanting
Retreat in
the Capital of
Empires

Located between the Dolmabahce Palace and the Maritime
Museum on the European coast of the Bosphorus Straits,
Shangri-La Bosphorus, Istanbul, one of the best luxury hotel
in Istanbul, has been built on the site of a former tobacco
factory and warehouse from the 1930s. The property is in
close proximity to Nisantasi, Taksim, ICEC, and even the Old
City of Istanbul, where shopping, dining and sightseeing can
be enjoyed.
The hotel’s 186 guestrooms reflect the city’s proud heritage
while also including Asian design touches and modern travel
technologies for which Shangri-La is well known. All the
guestrooms feature luxurious bath amenities, Nespresso
coffee-makers, heated bathroom floors, Welcome Shangri-La
Tea, fruit, bottled water, and complimentary highspeed Internet
access. Most rooms have a Bosphorus view, and these rooms
are also the closest to the waters.
Shangri-La Bosphorus, Istanbul offers several dining options
and is one of the only luxury hotels in the city to have an
authentic Chinese Cantonese restaurant, Shangri-La’s famous
Shang Palace. Savour classic Cantonese dishes in surroundings
characterised by refined and contemporary décor.
The all-day dining IST TOO also serves Turkish,Mediterranean,
Asian and Japanese cuisines. IST TOO sources the best products
of Turkey and transforms them into Asian and Mediterranean
delicacies. The creative menu is complemented by a stylish
atmosphere, complete with fantastic views of the Bosphorus
Strait.

186 Deluxe rooms and suites
Restaurants

The hotel also features a fully-equipped state-of-the-art Health
Club complete with a heated indoor pool. For more pampering,
CHI, The Spa at Shangri-La Bosphorus, Istanbul, has 8 spa
suites, two of which are for couples, as well as traditional
Turkish baths for authentic and relaxing treatments.

Bar
Health club
Turkish bath
Banquet and conference rooms
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15 SIX SENSES KAPLANKAYA

Out of the
Ordinary

Six Senses Kaplankaya is nestled in the breathtaking natural
beauty of this ancient land. Undulating hills clad in evergreens,
wild olives and cypresses amplify the invitation extended by
warm breezes and the turquoise sea’s gently lapping waves.
Presenting a mosaic of architecture, history and art, the resort
is within easy reach of many of archeological sites including
two of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World.
Aegean and Mediterranean-inspired fresh, sustainable cuisine
highlighting Turkish elements and flavors is the overarching
theme of the three dining venues Sage & Sea, Wild Thyme and
Mezze by the Sea, introducing Eat With Six Senses concept by
sourcing local products from the resort’s organic garden, local
fish market and nearby villages.
The expansive 10,000 square meter Spa and Fitness Center
offers guests and residents a truly integrative approach to
optimal wellness. Core Wellness Programs, including workshops
and group wellness and fitness activities, will be offered to
guests in varying themes such as Holistic Anti-Aging, Sleep
Health, Weight Loss, Women’s Health and Boot Camp for body
and mind. ‘Visiting Practitioners’ will meet with guests and
guide to create healthier and happier lifestyles.

141 bedrooms including suites and villas
with private pools + 154 Seaview multi
bedroom residences
Three private sandy beaches

Six Senses Kaplankaya is an idyllic destination weddings,
anniversaries, parties and special family gatherings. It also has
facilities to accommodate team-building programs. With many
excellent guest experiences on offer, the resort can customize
activities to suit active guests and guests who prefer to simply
sit back and relax, taking in all that the dazzling destination has
to offer.

Three restaurants and two bars
Private marina and on-site helipad
Private helicopter and marine fleet
10,000 square meter Spa and Fitness
Centre
Holistic Anti-Aging Clinic, Alchemy Bar,
Earth Lab, Organic Garden
Sport and leisure facilities & Kids club
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16 SOHO HOUSE ISTANBUL

Home from Home
for Those in the
Creative Industries

The first Soho House opened in 1995 as a home from home
for those in the creative industries. The group has carefully
expanded to include Houses across Europe and North America,
as well as restaurants, cinemas, spas and hotels.
Located in the Beyoğlu district, the creative heart of the city,
Soho House Istanbul opened in 2015.
Soho House draws inspiration from the city’s mix of traditional
and modern craftsmanship.
87 bedrooms: 17 Mezzanine rooms, 10 bedrooms and a Playroom
in the Annex Building. 58 bedrooms and an apartment in The
Glass Building. Each room includes uniquely sourced furniture
and artwork, rainforest showers and Cowshed products.
A 49-seat screening room, complete with velvet upholstered
armchairs and footstools.
Cecconi’s: A public-facing restaurant located in the courtyard
garden, serving a classic Italian menu. The restaurant is open
six days a week, seating up to 250 guests.

Central location
87 bedrooms
Included in Condé Nast Traveler's
2018 GOLD LIST

Cowshed spa: Located on the ground level of the Glass Building
and includes five treatment rooms, two hamam rooms, six manipedi stations and a men’s grooming area. Cowshed is a British
brand, created by Soho House & Co. The natural product line,
which supports the spas, is made in England using organic,
wildcrafted and fairly traded plant extracts and essential oils.
Gym: Fully equipped, 920 m2 Cowshed Active gym includes
Technogym free weights, resistance and cardiovascular
machines. There is a boxing ring for sparring and one-on- one
training sessions, as well as a studio classes.

Terraces with Golden Horn view
Cowshed Spa with two Hamam
Gym with a boxing ring
Cecconi’s restaurant with Italian
menu
The Allis lounge with a garden
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17 SPICE HOTEL & SPA

Your Rules,
Your Holiday

Spice Hotel &SPA welcomes you to its own mystical world
that reinforces the magic of the enchanting beauty of the
Mediterranean spirit.
For sure you would be friends with blue waves of the
Mediterranean sea enjoying colorful facilities of water sports,
different competitions and our game-hall is at your service
for pleasure and fun. You would easily refresh both your body
and soul by visiting our famous SPA Center and push the
boundaries of the different worlds of entertainment opening
the doors of our disco club and cinema.
Spice Hotel&SPA has the biggest swimming pool area and the
longest sandy beach in Belek region combined with a perfect
Food &Beverage Family concept!
Our special pride is unique Morroccan interiors, blooming
orange gardens, Eastern elegance, magnificent sights
combined with perfect comfort!
Spice would be not only a reflection of your expectations but
also a magical tool which inspires your dreams.
So if you really want to find yourself somewhere in the middle
of the fairy tale, there is a magic wand in our hands for making
all of your dreams come true.

Unique Moroccan architecture
The longest sandy beach in Belek
region
22 Oriental VIP Villas placed on the
separate territory
Exceptional customized service for
villas.
SPA Center offering more then 150
types of massages and treatments.
Luxury Lifestyle Awards winner
Kids&Infants concept
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18 SWISSÔTEL THE BOSPHORUS, ISTANBUL

Live it Well

Swissôtel The Bosphorus, Istanbul is one of the most beautiful
meeting points in Istanbul with its location and the amenities it
offers to its guests. Located on a wooded hilltop in the garden
of Dolmabahçe Palace which once hosted Ottoman Sultans, the
hotel has a unique panoramic view of the Bosphorus, the Asian
Coast and Old Istanbul. Nestled within 65 acres of historical
gardens with world-class shopping and vibrant nightlife nearby,
it offers 566 guest rooms and suites, featuring state-of-theart technology and exclusive amenities. The award-winning
Purovel Spa & Sport offers luxurious holistic spa treatments
from all over the world.
Swissotel The Bosphorus, Istanbul is also a hot spot with its
stylish restaurants serving the exclusive tastes of world cuisine.
Café Swiss; known especially for its weekend brunches, serves
Turkish, Swiss and world cuisines with a healthy touch. 16 ROOF
is a real destination with a great view over Bosphorus and nice
cocktails. Gabbro, is the new meeting point of all music and
taste fans. Finally, Chalet, decorated with authentic mountain
lodge style, lets you forget about the city with its Alpine
flavors. A member of Leading Hotels of The World, Swissôtel
The Bosphorus, Istanbul promises memorable moments with
its comfortable and luxurious accommodation alternatives, as
well as its restaurants and world-class spa.

Central Location
503 rooms including 22 suites,
7 Loft suites
63 Residences varying from Studio
to 3+1 options named as “Swissotel
Living”
Historical, forest-like garden with
1.200 trees
Swiss Executive Lounge with a
Bosphorus view
Pürovel Spa & Sport
29 Meeting Rooms
4 stylish restaurants and 2 bars
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19 THE BODRUM BY PARAMOUNT HOTELS &
RESORTS

The Stage is Set

Set along a unique 1000 meter-wide waterfront site on the
Bodrum coast with the beauty of the Aegean Sea as its
picturesque backdrop, The Bodrum by Paramount Hotels &
Resorts embodies the very essence of the Californian lifestyle.
With 134 elegant rooms, suites and villas ranging between
195-900 m², the resort boasts a vast selection of luxurious
accommodations. From Bvlgari amenities, Bugatti kettles and
golden jacuzzis to personalized Butler services and private
infinity pools, a touch of Hollywood is at your fingertips. The
resort is complete with a spectacular Spa & Wellness Centre,
overlooking the breathtaking sea and consisting of carefully
sourced professional therapists. Its indoor and outdoor
meetings, events and business venues feature state-of-the-art
technologies, making the hotel a top choice for extravagant
wedding ceremonies. The resort is also home to four specialty
international a la carte restaurants as well as carefully designed
lounges, complete with a resident DJ, live entertainment and
bands. An array of private, lavish overwater cabanas featuring
personal bars and audio/visual facilities never fail to amaze
guests. A highly-trained staff is responsible for organizing
a variety of unique and exciting activities to facilitate a
memorable experience for children at the Kids Studio Club,
including innovative film studios.

Prime location – only 10 km to
downtown and 25 km to the airport
Breathtaking hilltop views of the
Aegean Sea
Exclusive villas with 24 hour private
Butler service
Unparalleled culinary experiences
Over 70 resort and private pools
Kids Studio Club and childcare/
babysitting services
Ideal destination wedding venues
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20 THE MARMARA BODRUM

GenuineHospitality
at Inspiring
Locations

Blissful views and Mediterranean charm above the bustling city
of Bodrum. Perched on a hilltop overlooking the buzzing city,
The Marmara Bodrum is a boutique retreat in a sublime setting.
Spectacular views across the bay change throughout the day,
as the sun makes its way across the horizon. As night falls,
watch the yachts come home to the harbor and the twinkling
lights of Bodrum spread across the peninsula.
Behind its Mediterranean facade, the hotel features crisp,
modern interiors dotted with works of art. Every room has its
own terrace or balcony with stunning vistas over sea and city.
Relax on stylish loungers or take a dip in one of the beautiful
pools. Then follow a game of tennis on perfectly maintained
courts with a refreshing drink in the lounge bar afterwards. A
luxury spa and gourmet restaurant complete The Marmara’s
exclusive experience.
With easy access into the city, The Marmara Bodrum is perfectly
positioned for exploring. Numerous diving schools take you
under the surface of the crystal clear waters to discover the
beauty beneath. You can take in the history of the area with a
visit to Bodrum Castle, the city’s ancient symbol. Or spend the
evening in one of Bodrum’s outdoor bars and watch the city
come to life.

97 Rooms&suites
Chic & unique boutique otel
Tuti restaurant
Spa and fitness center
Meeting and event facilities
Outdoor pools
Open all year around
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21 THE RITZ-CARLTON, ISTANBUL

Luxury Redefines
in the Heart of
Istanbul

After a redesign inspired by the shapes and colors of the
Istanbul, The Ritz-Carlton Istanbul is ready to reunite its guests
with redefined luxury from its perch overlooking the aweinspiring Bosphorus.
The new design and aesthetic of The Ritz-Carlton, Istanbul
evokes Turkey’s rich heritage and history. The rooms, suites and
ballrooms offer not just breathtaking views of the Bosphorus,
but décor heavily inspired by authentic Turkish motifs. Hotel
guests are encouraged to experience this history while taking
advantage of the advanced comfort, legendary service and
pure luxury that have become synonymous with The RitzCarlton.
Famous artists and architects have brought together their
creativity, talent and know-how for The Ritz-Carlton Istanbul,
redesigning rooms, suites and ballrooms to reflect the essence
and historical fabric of Istanbul. Colors were carefully selected
to best reflect daylight. Gold and copper, shades inspired by the
sunrise and sunset, come together with countless other hues
to breathe new life to The Ritz Carlton, Istanbul’s appearance.
Meanwhile cobalt blue chinaware, silk and velvet fabrics, and
imperial signatures of the Ottoman Empire are just some of
the decorations to expect by the head of your bed.

Selected as the “Best Hotel” of
Istanbul by Condé Nast Traveler
243 guest rooms including 23 suites
and 57 Club rooms
Panoramic Bosphorus views rooms
and suites

The Ritz-Carlton, Istanbul offers a very rich brunch menu
on Sundays. Its world-class menu features international fare
along with traditional Turkish cuisine, promising flavors that
suit every taste. From a robust cheese selection to abundant
and delicious fresh juices, from dishes spanning all of Anatolia
to fresh macarons just like the ones in Paris, you will find
something you enjoy.

Turkish-inspired style and décor
Fitness Club is accessible 24 hours
More than 2,403 square meters of
meeting space
Complimentary local and
international calls
High speed internet access
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22 THE ST.REGIS ISTANBUL

Beyond the
Expectation

Istanbul's most vibrant neighborhood, the modernist Art Deco
influenced St. Regis Istanbul features exceptional services and
world-class facilities at Istanbul's best address.
The St. Regis Istanbul is the ideal luxury hotel in Istanbul, forming
a focal point for cosmopolitan Turkish and international society:
Stay in our award winning guest rooms and signature suites
uniting discreet luxury with timeless elegance, all a modern
day interpretation of the St. Regis legacy. The St. Regis legacy
of excellence is further personified by the signature St. Regis
Butler service.
Savor epicurean flavors at Spago, the first international venue
of the Beverly Hills phenomenon by master chef Wolfgang
Puck or at St. Regis Brasserie.
Rejuvenate at Iridium Spa with our exclusive services and
massages with unique and luxury oils , or explore Istanbul
attractions, the most exciting luxury fashion brands, the best
art galleries, restaurants and events, all mere minutes from the
hotel.

Spago by Wolfgang Puck
Iridium spa
Valet parking and private transportation
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